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Editors’ Note

The current issue is composed entirely of papers presented at the Second Bi-
annual Asian Studies Graduate Conference at The University of Texas, held
October 1 and 2, 2004.

The conference gathered students working on original research projects
across disciplines and traditional academic divisions of Asia to present their
work.  It provided graduate students with a dynamic forum in which to present
their work and benefit from a scholarly exchange of ideas.

Presenters included graduate students from The University of Alberta,
The University of Chicago, The University of North Carolina, The University
of California at Berkeley, and Cornell University, as well as many from here
at The University of Texas at Austin.  The keynote speaker was Veena Das,
the Krieger-Eisenhower Professor of Anthropology at John Hopkins
University.

The conference proved to be a very successful event, with lots of lively
discussion among participants, faculty, and attendees.  It was a great
opportunity for graduate students to interact across geographic and
disciplinary boundaries, the primary goal of this journal.  The Editorial Board
is very excited to have the opportunity to publish those papers from the
conference that address matters related to South Asia and hopes that the
publication of these papers will foster further such interdisciplinary
interactions.

The Asian Studies Graduate Conference was sponsored by the
Department of Asian Studies, the South Asia Institute, and the Center for East
Asian Studies in conjunction with the College of Liberal Arts at The
University of Texas at Austin.

The paper by Betty Nguyen was written specifically for the conference
and appears here almost exactly as she presented it there.  The other papers,
by Connie Haham, Matthew Sayers, Prudence Bruns, and Ian Woolford, are
larger papers, from which their conference presentations were drawn.  The
editorial board chose to publish the larger papers since there is considerable
more detail in those versions.

We would also like to welcome the new members of the Editorial Board:
Jyothsna Buddharaju, Cory Byer, Cary Curtiss, Nathan Tabor, and Ian
Woolford.
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Metaphoric Language in Salim-Javed Scripts

CONNIE HAHAM

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

WHO ARE SALIM-JAVED?

The writing team of Salim and Javed gained prominence in the 1970s by
introducing a new tone into the Bombay-based Hindi film world.  It was on a
movie set that Salim Khan, a would-be star, first met dialogue-writer Javed
Akhtar, the son of a Communist poet and the product of generations of Urdu
writers.  What followed was over a decade of cooperation during which they
pooled their talents to write the screenplays for twenty films. Atypically, their
names soon figured prominently on movie posters beside those of the
producer, director, music director, and lyricist.  The “angry young man,” so
common in their stories, was often embodied by up-and-coming star Amitabh
Bachchan, whose powerful acting style and delivery heightened the effect of
strong, memorable dialogue.  It was Salim-Javed who penned Ramesh Sippy’s
“curry western,” Sholay (1975), considered the all-time top-ranking Indian
film by the British Film Institute (http://imagineasia.bfi.org.uk/
poll/india/index.html – retrieved November 17, 2003).  Lines from their films
have become part of popular memory, repeated as shared references on screen
even today.  The immediately recognizable line “ab teraa kyaa hogaa, kaalia?”
“What will it be for you, Kaalia?” for example, immediately brings to mind
the scene in Sholay in which villain Gabbar Singh (Amjad Khan) cruelly
taunts a member of his gang.

Although not all of their scripts were of high quality, the best of Salim-
Javed’s stories and dialogues had multiple appeals; they portrayed urban life,
including the underworld, and voiced a cry against the injustices of society,
particularly as suffered by the hero, a lonely man faced with a rigged system
and his own inner demons. Intellectuals have railed against the trend they
introduced into popular cinema of violence, vengeance, and macho heroes. I
would contend, however, that the most unique and lasting feature of Salim-
Javed’s writing is the powerful metaphoric language so frequently found in
their dialogues.  In this paper I will look at examples of metaphor in several of
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their films, consider the sources of their inspiration, and touch on the ongoing
cultural influence their language has had.

THE FILMS AND THE METAPHORS

Vijay, which literally means victory, is the name most often given to the
North Indian everyman of Salim-Javed screenplays.  Vijay (played by
Amitabh Bachchan in all the films I will cite) may start life modestly, even on
the streets, with only his mother’s love to buoy him, but life thrusts him into
the ring, so to speak, where he proves himself exceptional and courageous,
capable of single-handedly righting wrongs, at times within, but often beyond,
the bounds of the law. Vijay may have a brother with whom he has a strong
bond, but who has a very different destiny.  In Yash Chopra’s 1975 Deewaar,
Vijay, a dockworker, decides one day to take a stand against local racketeers,
then finds himself in league with a rival gang and goes from poverty to riches
in a matter of weeks.  Because Vijay worked from a young age as a boot
polish to support the family, his brother Ravi (Shashi Kapoor) was able to go
to school and is, thus, qualified to become a police officer.  Inevitably, the
brothers, now on opposite sides of the law, must clash, not only in the public
space but, more importantly, at home.  Their mother (Nirupa Roy) loves her
first-born Vijay more, but, standing on principle, she leaves him to follow
Ravi.  References to The Mahabharata give the theme of family love versus
duty added resonance among Indian viewers.

Trishul (by Yash Chopra, 1978)

Some of the hero’s basic persona and bits of the Deewaar story line are
woven and rewoven in all the major films based on Salim-Javed scripts.  In
Trishul, Vijay seeks to avenge his mother (Waheeda Rehman) for the pain she
suffered when Vijay’s father (Sanjeev Kumar) abandoned her.  Vijay arrives
in Delhi as an unknown but fearless competitor who ultimately turns his
successful, real estate-promoter father into a penniless man abandoned by his
family.  The conflict between the illegitimate son and the father, who is so
blinded by money and ambition that he does not suspect Vijay’s true identity,
gives rise to scenes in which emotion is conveyed largely through
melodramatic, sometimes metaphor-filled, dialogue. At the moment the father
realizes that his financial empire is on the verge of collapse, he rages against
the investors who are bailing out of his most recent project:
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kahte hai jab jahaaz Dubne lagtaa hai, to sab se pahle, chUhe  use
chhoRkar bahaar jaate haiN.  lekin yah chUhe itna nahiiN jaante hai
ki maiN ek Dubnevale jahaaz nahiiN hUN.

It is said that when a ship is about to sink, the first to leave are the
rats.  But these rats do not realize that I am NOT a sinking ship.1

These are lines that would not be spoken early on in a Salim-Javed script, as
the plot is being laid out, the characters established, the songs sung, and
romantic love advanced; metaphoric language is typically concentrated in the
last third of each film, as drama builds towards a climax.

Kaala Patthar (by Yash Chopra, 1979)

In Yash Chopra’s Kaala Patthar, Vijay, whose speech and manner mark
him as an educated man, is working in a punishing job as a coal miner.  His
pessimism surrounds him like a cloud.  But unlike Devdas,2 the now
archetypal Indian figure who responded to his own pain by drinking, Vijay’s
tortured soul finds release in righteous anger and action as he routs evil
doers—in this case, a greedy, exploitative mine owner.  After an accident in
the mine, Vijay stands in the middle of the road to block Seth Dhanraj Puri’s
(Prem Chopra’s) car.

SeTh:  itnii baRii gaaRii dikhaii nahiiN detii, kyaa
Vijay:  mujhe sirf yah gaaRii dikhaii nahiiN detii, seTh sahib, lekin
aapko kuchh bhii dikhaii nahiiN detaa, yahaaN ke mazdUroN ke
dukh-dard, parishaaniyaa, musibateN, bimaarii, maut, kuchh bhi to
dikhaii nahiiN deta.  aNdhe to aap haiN.

SeTh:  Can't you see such a big car?
Vijay:  It's just the car that I can't see.  You can't see anything, not
the workers' sorrow, pain, troubles, sickness, death.  You see nothing
at all.  It is you who are blind.

Vijay continues his harangue.  Five men have died; women have been
widowed, children orphaned.

1 Translations are mine unless otherwise noted.
2 Devdas was first a Bengali novel written by Sarat Chandra Chattopadhyay in 1917.  It has found
its way to the screen in multiple versions throughout the history of Indian cinema.
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yah koyle kii khaan ek azgar hai seTh sahib, jo roz, anginath logon
ko nigalkar, usse peeskar, jism se khUn ka ek-ek qatra chUskar, ek
laash ke rUp meN ugal detaa hai.

This mine is a python that each day swallows countless people,
grinds them, sucks every drop of blood from their bodies and then
spits them out looking like corpses.

Amitabh Bachchan’s "angry young man" that Salim-Javed gave us is often
criticized for his macho stance; women, it is complained, are insignificant
within the stories.  I would argue that although these women do not share
equal screen time, they often have a directing influence; their inner strength
can turn a man’s actions from negative to positive with a few well-chosen
words or even a look.  For example, in Kaala Patthar it is the lady doctor
Sudhaa (Raakhee) who quickly understands Vijay and who slowly convinces
him to open his heart to her, thereby easing his pain.  In the following scene,
on a dark and rainy night (rain being a symbol of sexual tension in Hindi
films), Vijay guides Sudhaa through the alleyways of the mining village:

Sudhaa:  mujhe to is andhere meN kuchh dikhaii nahiiN detaa.  tum
kaise dekh lete ho?
Vijay: andhere ki aadat paR gaii.
S:  bas, hai, thoRe der aur andheraa hai.  agle muRte pe roshnii hai,
hai na?
V:  haaN, shaayad agle muRte pe roshnii hai.

Sudhaa: I can't see anything in this darkness.  How can you see?
Vijay: I've gotten used to darkness.
S: Well, yes, but there's just a little more darkness.  Around the next
corner there's light, isn't there?
V: Yes, perhaps around the next corner there is light.

His voice betrays the doubt of a world-weary, despairing, but not
hopeless, man.  Now, the darkness and light in question are, of course,
not of a particular night, but are rather a reference to the darkness in
which Vijay is living and the promise Sudhaa offers of brighter days to
come.  In keeping with poetic tradition, the effect of the words is
heightened by background music; the poignant music in this scene is by
Salil    Chowdhury    (http://www.salilda.com/filmsongs/backgroundonly
.shtml – retrieved November 24, 2003).
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Shakti (by Ramesh Sippy, 1982)

In Shakti two powerful stars, Dilip Kumar and Amitabh Bachchan, play stern
father and rebellious son.  When Vijay is kidnapped as a child by gangsters,
his father, a policeman, endangers his son’s life by placing duty to the law
above love for his son.  This moment of broken trust is the first step along a
path of increasing father-son conflict that sees the grown Vijay sucked into
the criminal world. Vijay’s love for his mother (Raakhee) and for his
companion (Smita Patil) are never in doubt, but neither woman is capable of
preventing him from spiraling ever further away from family and the law.
The power of the script, aided by the direction and the acting, is its ability to
have us understand and favor now the father, now the son.  The father realizes
his son is lost when Vijay’s boss, a smuggler, pays for Vijay’s release on bail.
The father is present and tries to warn the son not to go down the road from
which there is no return.  Decisively, the son answers that he has no intention
of returning.  That night Ashwani Kumar sadly tells his wife what has
happened:

tumhaaraa beTaa kho gayaa, shiital . . .  haaN, kho gaayaa tumhaaraa
beTaa.  yah sab kaise huaa, kaun-si kamii rah gayii hamaare pyaar
meN. kyaa bhul huii humse – mere samajh meN nahiiN aataa. lekin
aaj voh log mere aaNkhoN ke saamne usko le gaye, to mujhe lagaa
kisene mere beTe kaa daam lagaayaa aur daam lagaakar usse khariid
liyaa. unhone mere beTe ko khariid liyaa aur maiN dekhtaa rahaa.
Main dekhtaa rahaa, shiital,  kuchh nahiiN ne kar sakaa…

Your son is lost, Sheetal. . . . Yes, lost.  How did all this happen?
What was lacking in our love?  What mistake did we make?  I don’t
understand, but today those people took him away from in front of
my eyes.  It seemed that someone paid the price for my son, and
having paid for him, bought him.  They bought my son, and I
watched.  I watched, Sheetal; there was nothing I could do…   

Had the dialogue stopped at the notion of losing the son, the scene would have
been powerful, but the image-filled language of a son not lost, as in left by the
side of the road, but rather lost almost as in an auction, bought out from under
the father’s nose, fulfills one of the roles of all metaphor, i.e., increasing our
ability to remember.  Besides the words spoken and the visuals on screen, we
have additional visuals that are created in our minds through the images the
metaphors conjure up.
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The mother’s reaction to losing her only son in this way is to fall gravely
ill.  When Vijay, now immensely more wealthy than his father, visits his sick
mother and begs her to allow him to take her to the best doctors, she refuses,
preferring to sink slowly towards death rather than to leave her husband and
follow Vijay.  Not one cent of dishonest money has ever come into her home,
and she will not accept his dishonestly earned money now. “meraa ghar ek
mandir kii tarah pavitr hai, Vijay” “My home is as holy as a temple.”  He
reminds her how weak she has become, and she replies, “maiN abhii itnii
kamzor nahiiN hUN, vijay, ki maiN apne pati kii iimaandaari kaa bhoj na
uThaa sakUN” “I am not so weak, Vijay, that I cannot bear the burden of my
husband’s honesty.” “beimaanii ka paisa mere liye zahar hai, beTaa”
"Dishonest money is poison for me, ” she tells him accusingly.

In despair, Vijay returns to his luxury apartment.  Roma finds him
drinking, hardly able to speak or to stand.  “Zahar” (poison) is a powerful
word and a part of the poetic tradition.  In a monologue that heaps metaphor
upon metaphor, Vijay, by all appearances a powerful man, bemoans his
helplessness, cries out his pain as he compares himself to a poisonous snake,
and finally collapses to the floor at Roma’s feet.

sharaab khariidnevaale rUpaye mere paas bahut hai.  haaN.  davaa
khariidnevaale rUpaye mere paas nahiiN hai ... jaantii ho, romaa,
mere baap ne do shaadiyaaN kii, do, ek merii maaN ke saath aur ek
apni naukrii ke saath.  apnii maaN kaa beTaa main hUN aur merii
sautelii maaN, yaanii, mere baap kii dusrii biivii kaa beTaa hai
qaanUn, qaanUn.  qaanUn meraa sautelaa bhai hai, sautelaa bhai.
aur maiN to us ghar se bhaag gayaa hUN, lekin merii sautelii maaN
aur mere sautele bhai ne merii maaN ko mere baap ke ghar ke andar
qaid kar diyaa hai.  aur merii maaN bahut biimaar hai, to maiN kuchh
nahiiN kar saktaa thaa. . . isliye ki maiN vah badnasiib beTaa hUN ki
jis davaa ko chhU hokar merii maaN ke liye zahar ban jaaegii.  zahar.
mere maaN-baap, mere apne maaN-baap mujhe apnaa beTaa nahiiN,
ek zahariilaa saNp samajhte haiN.  tum bhii mujhse Daro kyoNki
maiN ek zahariilaa saNp hUN.  maiN tumheN bhii dhaNs saktaa
hUN.  zahariilaa saNp!

I have plenty of money to buy alcohol but no money to buy
medicine.  Do you know, Roma, that my father had two marriages,
one to my mother and one to his job?  I am my mother’s son, and my
stepmother’s, that is, my father’s second wife’s son is the law. The
law.  The law is my stepbrother, my stepbrother.  I have fled from
that house, but my stepmother and stepbrother have imprisoned my
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mother inside my father’s house.  And even though my mother is
very ill, I could do nothing for her because I am that ill-fated son
whose very touch turns medicine to poison. Poison.  My mother and
father, my own mother and father, see me not as a son but as a
poisonous snake.  You, too, should fear me because I’m a poisonous
snake.  I could sink my fangs into you as well.  A poisonous snake!

ORIGINS OF THE METAPHORICAL LANGUAGE
IN SALIM-JAVED SCRIPTS

Lakoff, Johnson, and others, in their work on metaphor over the last quarter of
a century, have brought home the extent to which metaphor is a function of
cognition; as human beings, our brains are programmed for metaphor.  Each
language has its “frozen” metaphors, those that have entered the language and
become idiomatic expressions particular to a given language. Each has
metaphors that speak to the human condition, e.g., "The Path" schema, and
each is open to the creative talents of individuals who see and formulate
connections in terms of metaphor.  The specificity and the generality of
metaphor across cultures would merit many a lengthy study.  Suffice it to say
here that it is possible that certain languages, through the weight of
accumulated cultural memory, excel at metaphor.  Of particular interest in the
context of Salim-Javed dialogue is the manner in which their writing is tied to
the centuries-old Arabic-Persian-Urdu tradition.  To take but one example
from the past, Sa’di, born in 1200 CE in Shiraz and educated in Baghdad at its
cultural height under the caliphates, left us rich metaphorical writing in
Gulistan:

How can any person manufacture a tempered saber from base iron;
nor can a base-born man, O wiseacre, be made a gentleman by any
education! Rain, in the purity of whose nature there is no anomaly,
cherishes the tulip in the garden and common weed in the salt-marsh
(translated by James Ross in 1890, http://www2.h-
net.msu.edu/~bahai/diglib/books/P-T/S/sadi/gulistan.htm - retrieved
October 15, 2002).

Javed surely grew up studying works from the past.  His great-grandfather, a
close friend of the prominent Urdu poet Ghalib (b. 1797-98 in Agra), edited
Ghalib’s Deewaan, an anthology of his poetry.  His grandfather, uncle, father,
and mother were all Urdu writers (Kabir 1999, 18).  Still, a brief comparison of
this literary tradition and Salim-Javed’s writing reveals that Salim-Javed use a
few formulaic expressions from the past.  Rather, key words return.  Within
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the Persian-Urdu tradition, words evoking pain, the heart, longing, the
journey, and the power of eyes to communicate are common.  Zulm, dil, vaqt,
intezaar, armaan, duniyaa, zindagii, hamsafar, qadam, raahoN, nazar,  and
nigaaheN are more evocative than would be their English translations, simply
because of the multitude of poetic references they bring to mind.  Clearly, Sufi
writing has done much to enrich the bank of metaphors of this region of the
world.  A search for oneness with God, if it is expressed in words, must,
inevitably, rely upon metaphor.  Salim-Javed worked within this linguistic
framework, innovated, and touched (and continue to touch) a public who,
simply by virtue of speaking Hindi/Urdu and being steeped in this tradition,
would seem to have an especially strong appreciation for metaphor.

Without looking centuries into the past, we can find an important source
of metaphor in Hindi cinema itself.  Before Salim-Javed, metaphorical
language was occasionally found in movie dialogues, but it tended to be
concentrated, as now, in the songs.  For example, in Guru Dutt’s 1957 Pyaasa,
Urdu poet and lyricist Sahir Ludhianvi produced many unforgettable images,
e.g., “yah luTate hue kaarvaaN ziNdagii ke” “this looted caravan of life. ”

It is important to keep in mind that Hindi popular cinema is viewed
throughout the Indian subcontinent and beyond, by audiences who may or
may not be proficient in the language.  Movie dialogue in this lingua franca,
then, has generally favored relatively simple language. Interestingly, Javed
Akhtar, in conversation with Munni Kabir, shows his ability to speak
metaphorically using everyday words even in English:

I believe words are like people.  You scrutinize them carefully.
You’re sitting here, the door opens, a person enters.  The first thing
you notice is the appearance of the person.  ... In the same way, take
a word that you’re not too familiar with; the first thing that touches
you is the sound of the word – its physical appearance.  Then comes
its occupation, its meaning. ...  The word also has associations.  You
start thinking, where did you meet this word before, what kind of
company does it keep?  Where is it from?  What kind of moral values
does it represent?  A good writer is supposed to be aware of these
things before using a word:  the physical appearance, the occupation
and the associations the word evokes (Kabir 1999, 4-5).
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THE SOCIOLINGUISTIC INFLUENCE OF SALIM-JAVED’S
METAPHORICAL LANGUAGE

Anecdotal evidence of a society-wide influence abounds.  The face of the
villain from Sholay, Gabbar Singh, who spouted phrases like “You ate my
salt; now eat my bullet,” could be found on billboards in a profitable cookie
ad campaign eight years after the film’s release. Dialogues from Sholay,
Trishul, and Kaala Patthar were sold on LPs and audiocassettes alongside
film songs. Even twenty-five years later, a Google search reveals an ongoing
involvement of the public with film dialogue. One web site, “Amitabh’s Most
Remembered & Best Loved Dialogues,” reveals the meshing in the public
mind between an actor and his lines. Many favorites listed are from Deewaar,
e.g., "sapne bhi samandar kii lehroN kii tarah, haqiiqat kii chaTTanoN se
takRaakar TUT jaate haiN” [re-transcribed for consistency] “Dreams, too, like
the waves of the ocean, break upon the rocks of reality.”
(http://www.mtvindia.com/mtv/movies/hotseat/amitabh/dialouge.php3 –
retrieved October 17, 2003).  The nation fell in love with Amitabh Bachchan in
his Vijay persona even as intellectuals railed against a long list of offenses
they perceived in Hindi popular cinema, including excessive violence.
Metaphor, however, turned Vijay from a simple brute to a figure of poetic
depth.

CONCLUSION

When the Salim-Javed writing team broke up in the eighties, Javed Akhtar,
not surprisingly, turned to lyric writing.  His name remains on movie posters
as a selling point.  The "Life is a Journey" schema in these lyrics by Javed are
made hauntingly beautiful by A. R. Rahman’s music in Deepa Mehta’s 1947:
Earth (1999).

yah jo ziNdagii hai koii daastaaN hai
kab hogaa kyaa yah khabar kahaaN hai
yah jo ziNdagii hai koii kaaravaaN hai
kahaaN jaaegii yah khabar kahaaN hai

This life is a story;
what will happen, there's no way to know.
This life is a caravan;
where it will go, there's no way to know.
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(http://www.bollywhat.com/lyrics/1947_lyr.html – lyrics and translation –
retrieved November 19, 2003).
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nanda and the Canonization of the Pli Canon

BETTY NGUYEN

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

In the Pli canon, the Buddha surrounds himself with his chief disciples.
Among them is the Buddha’s attendant, nanda, a character who frequently
appears throughout the Pli canon.  Known as the Buddha’s attendant, his
duties are to tend after the Buddha—getting his foot water, making a seat,
carrying his bowl and robes, etc.  In addition to being an attendant, nanda
naturally becomes a student of the Buddha, hearing sermons straight from the
Buddha’s mouth.  In discussing this fascinating character who was in
perpetual contact with the Buddha, I will draw upon his appearances in the
Pli canon.

In addition I will closely examine an article by Hellmuth Hecker.  In his
essay, “nanda: Guardian of the Dhamma ,” Hecker presents a short
biography of nanda.   He begins by declaring that nanda “occupied a
unique position… among the great monks” as the “Guardian of the Dhamma”
(Hecker 1997, 139). Hecker describes his role as “a treasurer, the one
responsible for storing, preserving, protecting, and dispensing the national
wealth… [and]… In the Buddha’s Dispensation the wealth is the teachings,
and the health and longevity of the Dispensation, especially after the
Buddha’s parinibbna, required that these teachings be carefully preserved
and faithfully transmitted to posterity” (Hecker 1997, 152).

In this paper, I will examine Hecker’s thesis that nanda served as a
preserver of the Buddha’s dhamma.  Beneath Hecker’s thesis that nanda
acted as a preserver of the tradition’s dhamma is the idea that the early
Theravda Buddhists, that is, the redactors of the Pli canon, were concerned
with tracing their scripture back to the Buddha.  Thus, my main goal will be to
explore this issue of how the redactors presented the canon to be the words of
the Buddha.  First, I will examine Hecker’s thesis that nanda was a figure
used by redactors to symbolize that the Buddha's words on dhamma were
perfectly preserved for posterity.  Second, I will discuss another way redactors
sought to portray the canon as a perfect record of the Buddha’s words.
Finally, to conclude my discussion, I will speculate on the reasons why the
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redactors may have preferred certain devices or tropes in their attempt to
sanction their work as the words of the Buddha.

Now I will begin my first section, an examination of Hecker’s portrayal
of nanda as the guardian who preserved and protected dhamma for all.  I
begin with Hecker’s first piece of evidence, a verse from nanda’s
Theragth poem.  It states,

I learned (gahin) 82,000 teachings from the Buddha, 2,000 from the
brethren (bhikkhuto).  Those are the 84,000 teachings in currency
(pavattino) for me (v. 1024).

According to Hecker, in this verse, “Buddhist tradition specifies the number
of recitation units in the Buddha’s Teaching as eighty-four thousand, and in
one verse nanda claims to have received them all” (Hecker 1997, 150).

In another verse from the same poem, the teachings are depicted as
knowledge passed down from teacher to student.  Such references to teaching
lineages and the 84,000 teachings learned by nanda do seem to imply that the
redactors of nanda’s Theragth poem portrayed him as a figure that
performed the role of preserving the teachings of the Buddha for later
generations (Rhys Davids 1913).

In his second argument, Hecker reasons that the Buddha hand-picked
nanda to preserve his teachings due to the qualities nanda had.  The
qualities Hecker lists are that of being much learned (bahussuto), having a
good memory (satimant), having good mastery over the sequential structure
of the teaching (gatimant), steadfast in study (dhitimant), and the best of
attendants (upahka).  All the qualities but being much learned, bahussuto,
are simply listed in the Etadaggavaggo.  For example, in this short vagga the
Buddha states, “nanda is the best of those having a good memory, the best
of those having good mastery, etc.  Therefore it is hard to understand the
redactor’s reasons for endowing nanda with these qualities. Moreover it is
hard to translate some of these qualities” (Hecker 1997, 150-152).

The second quality, sa t imant , can derived from the noun sati,
“mindfulness,” or the Sanskrit word smta, “remembered.”  As a result we
could translate satimant as “having mindfulness,” or as Hecker does, “having
a good memory.”  Hecker seems to find justification in calling nanda the
guardian of dhamma especially if the Buddha has declared nanda to be the
best of those “having a good memory.”

Hecker’s translation of the third quality, gatimant, as “having good
mastery over the sequential structure of the teaching” also seems debatable.
Woodward translates the word as “of good behavior” (Woodward 1931, 19-
20). In the Pali to Sanskrit Dictionary, Rhys Davids defines the word as “of
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(perfect) behavior, going right, clever.”  In his translation of gatimant, Hecker
naturally chooses a translation that would relate to nanda’s persona as the
guardian of the dhamma.

Having considered Hecker’s translations, the qualities are now: that of
having learned a lot, being the best of those who are mindful, best of those of
good behavior, best of those being steadfast, and best of attendants.  Rather
than portraying nanda as a monk with a “unique position” with respect to
the Buddha’s dhamma, these qualities portray him as an ideal monk in his
daily practices and relations, especially with his teacher.  Moreover, being
accomplished in certain areas, nanda may simply serve as a model for
monks to emulate.  Given the fact that the Etadaggavagga does not
contextualize the five qualities ascribed to nanda, it is difficult to fully
understand the import of these attributes.  While Hecker’s translations provide
him with a plausible reading, any reading of this passage must ultimately be
uncertain.

In another story, known as the story of the first council, nanda also
appears to serve the role of guardian of dhamma.  This story is found in the
tenth chapter of the Cullavagga (Oldenberg 1993, 284). In this story, 500
monks gather after the death of the Buddha to collect the words of the Buddha
for the sake of preserving them.  For this task, the head of the council,
Mahkassapa, questions Upli on the points of monastic law and discipline.
He also questions nanda on the ethical discourses given by the Buddha, the
dhamma.  Here in this story, we have the most explicit reference made to
nanda as a preserver of the Buddha’s teachings.  To insure that the teachings
spoken after the death of the Buddha were authentically his words, the monks
relied on nanda to recite all the Buddha’s teachings on dhamma.  The
redactors of this story prominently feature nanda as a type of guardian of
dhamma.

Thus, it is surprising that Hecker does not employ the story of the first
council in his argument.  Here, nanda is seen participating in the
preservation of dhamma in the most dramatic and explicit way.  His role as a
preserver of the Buddha’s words cannot be overlooked or underestimated in
the story of the first council.  In conclusion, it seems that sometimes nanda
is explicitly depicted as a guardian of dhamma whereas in other passages,
such as the Etadaggavaggo, this characterization of him is not apparent.

Having explored the possibility of nanda as a figure of a recorder or
transmitter of the tradition’s dhamma, we can now explore other possible
ways that redactors might have sought to portray the canon as a record of the
Buddha’s words.  To give credence to the canon as a record of the Buddha’s
teachings it seems that the redactors manipulated linguistic devices.  Through
the use of stock phrases placed at key parts of the discourse, namely its
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beginning and end, the redactors signaled that these were the words of the
Buddha.

Let us first discuss a common stock phrase that begins countless
discourses in the Pli canon.  That is the phrase ‘thus have I heard’ (eva me
suta).  Throughout the Pli canon, this phrase frequently appears at the
beginning of a discourse.  In his article, “Thus Have I Heard,” John Brough
proposes that this phrase helped give the sayings of the Buddha the nature of
being “direct personal testimony” rather than “hearsay” (Brough 1950, 424).
According to Brough, the redactors used this phrase as way to have a direct
witness to the Buddha’s teachings.  A monk, when preaching dhamma, would
be speaking the words of the Buddha if he began his discourse with the words,
“thus have I heard.”  By framing the discourse with such phrases the redactors
indicated the presence of the Buddha’s words.

Now I will discuss ending stock phrases.  At the end of a discourse, I
have found another stock phrase that appears to give the discourse the
impression of being an authentic record of the Buddha’s words.  In my
examination of ending stock phrases, I have only drawn upon the four main
Nikyas, and even then I have not looked at every discourse in all four
collections.  Despite the fact that I have not looked at the ending of every
discourse, I found five instances where the name of the discourse is given at
the end.  Four out the five examples where the naming of the discourse occurs
use the exact same stock phrase, which reads as follows:

tasmt iha tva upvana (name of attendant)  ima dhamma
–pariyya ‘psdiko’ (name of teaching) tv eva na dhrehti.
ida avoca bhagav. attamano upvano (name of person) bhagavato
bhsita abhinandti.

Well, then Upvana, bear it in mind as the Delectable Discourse.
Thus spoke the Lord.  And pleased and delighted was the venerable
Upvana at his words (Rhys Davids and Carpenter 1903, 131).

In all four instances when this formula is used, the person who is taking down
the name of the discourse is an attendant of the Buddha.  They include two
past attendants, Ngasmla and Upavna, and the Buddha’s last attendant,
nanda.

nanda takes down the name of the Brahmajla discourse (D 1.46), for
which the Buddha gives multiple names, and he receives the name of the
Madhupiika Discourse (M 1.115). In neither instance is the teaching
addressed to nanda.  He simply appears at the end of the discourse to ask the
Buddha to name the sermon.  Also in the Lomahasana Discourse (M 1.83),
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Ngasmla appears at the end to ask for the sermon’s name, whereas Sriputta
is the person to whom the discourse is told.  Finally, in the fourth instance I
have found the naming formula used is in the Psdika Discourse (3.38) with
Upavna, who is pictured fanning the Buddha as he speaks to Cunda.

In the Sampasdaniya Discourse (D. 3.116), I have found a fifth instance
where the discourse is named at the end, although the phrasing is completely
different from the naming formula used in the four instances mentioned
above.   Here is the distinct ending:

iti h’ ida yasm sriputto bhagavato sammukh sampasda
pavedesi. tasm imassa veyykaraassa ‘sampasdaniya t’eva
adhivacananti.

This is how the venerable Sriputta proclaimed his confidence in the
Lord.  And so one name for this exposition is ‘The Serene Faith’
(Walshe 1987, 425).

In this discourse Sriputta is the author and not the Buddha.  The manner in
which the discourse receives its name is also very different. There is no
recorder who appears to take down the name.  The name appears when a
narrator states, “And so the name of this discourse, etc.”

The fact that we have no attendant for this teaching given by Sriputta
suggests that the redactors intended to have multiple recorders, and not a
single character to record them all.  Furthermore, it suggests that having a
figure act as a recorder may not have been essential.  In this example, the
discourse begins with “thus I have heard” and then ends with the discourse’s
name, “The Serene Faith.”  These two phrases were sufficient to have “direct
personal testimony.”

Oftentimes, when the name of a discourse is not given at the end, other
stock endings appear.  One of these stock phrases looks exactly like the
formula for naming a discourse minus the first line, where the discourse’s
name appears.  A typical form would look like the following:

ida avoca bhagav. attamano upvano (name of person) bhagavato
bhsit abhinandti.

Thus the Lord spoke.  And pleased and delighted was the venerable
Upvana at his words (Rhys Davids and Carpenter 1903, 131).

Embedded in the above stock phrase is an even shorter independent stock
phrase, “thus the Lord spoke” (ida avoca bhagav).   This short stock phrase
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is often inserted somewhere in the last lines of many discourses.   Hence the
phrase, “thus the Lord Spoke” appears to be the most common closing stock
phrase.  All the endings discussed so far—the two types of naming formulas,
and the various endings containing “thus the Buddha spoke”—each serve the
same function as the opening phrase, “thus have I heard.”  That is, they give
the discourse the appearance of being the Buddha’s words.

Furthermore, it also seems likely that the opening formula, “thus have I
heard,” may go together with the closing phrase, “thus the Buddha spoke.”  If
they are a pair of stock phrases that open and close the discourse, then the
subject of “thus have I heard” would be the same person stating at the end,
“thus the Lord spoke.”  Such phrasing by the redactors inherently makes the
witness of the discourse ambiguous, but this vagueness does not detract from
the power of presenting the discourse as “direct personal testimony.”  In fact,
a monk or layperson, by saying, “thus have I heard” and “thus the Buddha
spoke” gives himself, even though he may be separated from the Buddha by
centuries, the air of having what Brough calls “direct personal testimony.”

Rather than having a single designated recorder for all of the Buddha’s
words, there appears to have been great flexibility in allowing any listener to
act as a recorder of the discourse.  Moreover, the redactors who used these
stock phrases may have allowed such flexibility and ambiguity because they
did not feel the need for a static single recorder.  However, there is no
ambiguity as to the identity of the recorder in the naming formula. Unlike the
shorter stock phrases (“thus have I heard,” “thus the Buddha spoke”) the
naming formula involves a character acting as a recorder.

In the four instances where I have found the formula used to name a
discourse, neither a character who is involved in the story nor the person to
whom the teaching is told appears at the end and asks for the discourse’s title.
This character’s sole act is to take down the discourse’s name and most likely
the entire discourse as well.  Whereas, in the other shorter stock
phrases—“thus have I heard” and “thus the Buddha spoke”—the identity of
this witness or recorder is not explicitly named.  In these instances where the
naming formula is given, the redactors seem to emphasize even more forcibly
the role of the witness to the Buddha’s words.  To truly understand the import
of this naming stock phrase, a study of how the discourses in the various
Nikyas were given titles should be undertaken.  For now, I believe we can
simply observe the recording qualities that naming the discourse within itself
implies.

Having completed my examination of other devices redactors used to
canonize a discourse as the Buddha’s words, I will now draw some brief
conclusions.  The main issue at hand has been discerning the tropes or devices
that the redactors used to present their discourses as the Buddha’s words.  At
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the heart of the redactors’ project to legitimize their discourses is the long,
drawn-out process of canonization.  With respect to canonization, Gerald
Sheppard writes, “[c]enturies after the death of the Buddha, ancient traditions
were combined in South Asia to form what is presently called the ‘Pli canon’
(c. 29-17 BCE)” (Sheppard 1987, 64). Sheppard suggests that later generations
having no contact with the Buddha began the process of canonization.
However, K. R. Norman proposes that canonization could have begun during
the Buddha’s lifetime (Norman 1989, 33).  While we can discount the
Vinaya’s story of the first council as a historical record, it seems impossible to
assert with confidence when canonization began.

In Eliade’s Encyclopedia of Religion, Sheppard comments on the process
of canonization from the perspective of world-religions.  He correctly asserts
that canonization subjects the literature to the influence of many traditions and
generations of redactors.  He suggests that forging a canon involved two
stages of growth.  The first stage of canonization is “an earlier, often obscured
process of redaction, expansion, [and] selection of texts.” Then the second
stage “results in the final formation of scripture” where the canon is
“delimited” as a “fixed list of books.”   Sheppard believes that one can
sometimes detect these different stages of canonization in the texts themselves
(Sheppard 1987, 65-66).

Due to the lack of a reliable chronology for all the texts of the Pli canon,
we cannot determine whether the canonization devices used by the redactors
occurred synchronically or diachronically.  In the story of the first council and
in the Theragth verse mentioning the 84,000 teachings, the redactors may
have used nanda as a recorder for the whole tradition because in these
instances the tradition’s entire corpus of teachings is mentioned.  Making a
reference to a fixed collection of discourses seems to hint at Sheppard’s idea
of a second canon that emerges during the process of canonization as a “fixed
list of books.” However, I do not think that we need to adopt Sheppard’s
evolutionary scheme to understand why the redactors of these passages
depicted nanda as a guardian of dhamma.  Just the mention of a collection of
scriptures may have compelled the redactors to utilize a figure who preserved
the tradition’s dhamma as way to express and ensure the canonical status of
the collection of dhamma referred to in these passages.

In passages where a whole fixed canon is not mentioned, the redactors
employ another device, a linguistic one, to canonize a single discourse and not
the whole canon.   By opening with the words, “thus have I heard” and ending
with words, “thus, the Buddha spoke” the redactors simply presented the
discourse as the words of the Buddha. We in fact see this device in other non-
Buddhists texts, such as in the sayings attributed to Confucius.  Given that
these stock phrases appear in some of the older texts, this linguistic device
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may have been used during an early phase in the process of canonization.  In
this early phase, the redactors were concerned with amassing a collection of
the Buddha’s sayings, and may have used such stock phrases to symbolize
that the discourses were now canonical.  Thus, while diachronic developments
may explain the use of two different devices of canonization, it is possible that
these two devices, nanda as a guardian of dhamma and stock phrases, could
have been used synchronically as well.   In conclusion, this history of the
canonization of early Theravdin Buddhist texts can be fruitfully explored by
examining characters such as nanda as well the narrative style and stock
phrases used by the redactors.
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An Early History of the Term stra

MATTHEW R. SAYERS

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

The word stra has a long history in Brahmanical literature.  While there is a
great deal of work on stra, little has been done on the history of the term
itself.  This essay lays the groundwork for a better understanding of that
history. Scholars have detected primarily three distinct meanings of stra
throughout Sanskrit literature: instruction,1 system of instruction (either
codified in a text or more generally the system as a whole), and scripture
(most often Veda).2   I believe that the first of these three meanings is the
older, more general meaning of the term—command, instruction, or precept.
stra occurs already in the V, where it has the meaning “command,” but
did not become common until the later half of the first millennium BCE.  By
that time, stra had already taken on the meaning of “system of instruction.”
I will show that there were two significant shifts in the use of this term in this
time frame: first, the consciousness of stra as a genre of literature common
to different disciplines, and second, the use of stra to refer to the Veda.
These shifts in meaning occur in this period and can be traced in the extant
literature.  I will demonstrate the meaning of stra in its earliest occurrences,
then highlight the passages where newer meanings are employed in order to
show the diversification of meaning.

METHODOLOGY

The time frame of this study is arguably one of the most active periods of
intellectual development in the sub-continent, roughly from the seventh
century BCE to the fifth century CE.  In this period a considerable number of

1 The English translations do not clearly express the dual sense conveyed by the root √s,
command or instruction.  Instruction is best, if considered to have both the sense of command and
teaching.  Both order and instruction convey a sense of authority.
2 The sense of instruction, or command, is seen in DhS 2.10.13; system of instruction, or science,
is seen in VJ 36; and scripture is seen in MS 1.3.9.  Each of these selections is quoted later in this
paper.
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the most influential works in the history of Indian literature were composed
and many genres of Indian literature originate, at least in the form of a
cohesive, enduring, textual form.  Without delving into the details of dating
ancient  Indian  texts,  I   will   employ   a   relative   chronology   drawn  from

Text Tile Tot.   Dharma-   Other-
gvedasahit 1  0 0
Yskyanirukta 2  0 0
gvedaprtikhya 3  0 0
Vedgajyotia (g) 3  0 1   (klavidhna)
pastambadharmastra 8  0 0
Ktyyanarautastra 1  0 0
Ktyyanaulbastra 3  0 0
Ktyyana’s Vrttikas 12  1 0
Gautamadharmastra 2  1 0
Patañjali’s Mahbhya 116  3 0
Baudhayanadharmastra 10  2 1   (vaikhnasa)
Vasihadharmastra 4  2 2   (abda, sva)
Mnavadharmastra  34  2 12 (asat-1, mauln-1, yajña-1, veda-7,

      sarva-1, hetu-1)
Mmsstra 14   2 0
Brahmastra 2   0 0
Arthastra                         46     2 17 (artha-8, aruta-1, kutsita-karma-1,

      calita-3, niti-1,  prajñ-1,
      ulba-dhatu-1, sarva-1)

Nradasmti  26   7 4   (artha, sva)
Nradyaik 6   0 2   (svara)
Yjñavalkyasmti 14   5 4   (artha-1,asat-1,yoga-1, veda-1)
Yjñavalkyaik 1   0 0
Kmastra 49   0 2   (anya-1, prva-1)
Ktyyanasmti 32     6 9   (artha-3, nyya-2, sarva-1, smti-3)
Viusmti 11   5 1   (asat)
Bhaddevatnukrama 1   0 0
Bhaspatismti 49   8 6   (artha-3, nyya-1, vastu-1, sabhya-1)
Pararasmrti 7   6 1

Mahbhrata 432
Rmayana 63

Table1: Occurences of stra in texts, with occurrences of dharmastra and other compounds

with stra as last member.  Texts are listed in relative chronology.
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secondary sources.  I will restrict myself to the period from the first
occurrence to a period in which stra is a well-developed tradition. 

RELATIVE CHRONOLOGY OF THE TEXTS

The relative chronology represented in Table 1 will serve as the framework
for this study.  Additionally, the table shows the number of times the term
dharmastra appears and the number of times stra appears as the last
member of a compound.

As the table demonstrates, stra is frequent in both epics.  The epics
represent a different type of literature than most of the other extant literature.
The composition of the epics also differs in style from most of the other
Brahmanical literature.  The frequent occurrence of the term in the epics
seems to merit a separate study.  Thus, neither epic will appear in this
analysis.

STRA IN THE G VEDA

The one exception to the circumscribed time frame of this study is the
inclusion of the V, which clearly belongs to a much earlier period.  It is
included because it demonstrates an awareness of stra in the earliest layers
of Sanskrit literature, and it may show the original meaning of the word.
stra first occurs in the extant literature in the V.  Its appearance in the V
8.33, which praises Indra as a drinker of Soma, is its only occurrence in all of
the V.  The first fifteen verses clearly laud Indra in many ways; the last four
verses are puzzling (See Geldner 1951).

V VIII.33.16-19
nahí ás táva nó mama /
stré anyásya ráyati /
yó asmn vrá nayat // 16
índra cid gh tád abravt /
striy asyám mána /
utó áha krátu raghúm // 17
sápt cid gh madacyút /
mithun vahato rátam /
evéd dhr va úttar // 18
adhá payasva mópári /
satarm pdakaú hara /
m te kaaplakaú dan //
str hí brahm babh vitha // 19
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Indeed he does not take pleasure in the instruction of you, nor of me,
(nor/but) of the other,
He who as a hero led us hither. 16
Even Indra said this: “the mind of woman is not to be instructed,
And her will is fickle.” 17
Paired, even the two-horse team, arousing exhilaration, convey the
chariot;
Just so is the chariot pole of the bull higher. 18
Look below, not above.  Bring your two little feet closer together.
Let them not see your two kaaplakas.  For you Formulator have
become a woman. 193

While the meaning of this section is unclear, stra here may mean
instruction.  The sense is clearly related to the derivation of the word from the
root √s—to instruct, command——with the instrumental ending –tra, thus
precept, command, or instruction.  That the meaning here of stra is
“instruction” is clear, because of the use of the term asya in verse 17.  This
is the gerundive of √s and means not to be instructed, either because of
inability or intractability. Though the ambiguity of the passage makes it
impossible to determine the referent of the instruction, stra does here refer
to some form of “instruction.”

STRA IN OTHER EARLY VEDIC LITERATURE

The word stra does not occur in any of the vast literature that spans the time
from the V  to the next occurrence that I was able to locate, in the
Yskyanirukta.  If we accept the notion that the V was “canonized” by the
beginning of the first millennium BCE, as Witzel suggests, then the term is
absent from the texts for almost 500 years.  The term does not occur in any
other Sahit, in the Brhmaas, or in the Upaniads.  One might expect to
find this term somewhere in these texts, because of their nature.  The
Brhmaas instruct the reader about the ritual, both teaching about the
meaning and commanding with respect to the proper actions to be taken. The
Upaniads represent a tradition of teaching and, to some degree, embody the

3 This translation belongs to Stephanie Jamison (private communication), albeit with modification
on my part which eliminates ambiguity on her part. I do not translate kaaplakau, whereas
Jamison tentatively offers labia.  The sexual imagery here is clear enough, but not of direct
interest to my purposes here.
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teacher pupil relationship.  If the term stra has any significance in the
relationship between a teacher and a pupil, then its absence in this literature is
significant.  While it is possible that the authors of those texts employed a
different vocabulary, verifying this fact would require a more thorough
examination and comparison of terms.  The verb √ s  is rare in the
Upaniads.

One factor in this absence may be the influence of the khs on the
notion of education.  The literature in which stra occurs generally crosses
kh boundaries and indicates a different notion of the transmission of
knowledge.  The rise of pan-kh literature certainly changed the notion of
authority; it may have called for a change of vocabulary as well.

STRA IN THE VEDGAS

Based on the relative chronology seen in Table 1, the earliest occurrence of
the term stra outside the V appears in the Nirukta of Yska.

Nir 1.2
strakto yoga ca |

And the grammatical connection is found in the stra.

Nir 1.14
yatho etatpadebhya padetarrdhnt sacaskreti yo ‘nanvite ‘rthe
sacaskra sa tena garhya | sai puruagarh na stragarh |

As to (the point) that a certain individual derived parts of one word
from different verbs, (we reply that) the person who made such a
derivation in spite of the meaning being irrelevant should be blamed;
it is the fault of an individual, not of the science (of etymology)
(Sarup).

These two passages make clear the meaning of stra to the author of this
text; both instances support the notion that stra refers to a system of
instruction or a specific teaching, be it a text or a lesson.  In the second
example, the author tries to locate blame for an incorrect derivation.  The
blame does not lie in the text, but with the grammatical offender.  Sarup is
justified here in adding to his translation the phrase “(of etymology).”  The
author/etymologist wants to shift the blame from the stra to the offending
individual.  The discussion in both examples above is concerned with the
instruction in etymology.  The author does not need to specify the type of
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stra, since the context makes it clear. The meaning of stra here is a
system of instruction, or a specific text.  stra is also found in the
gvedaprtikhya, another text which interprets the Vedas.

Prt 11.69
viparyayc chstrasamdhidarant purprasiddher ubhayor
anrayt |

In the contrary case, on the basis of the teaching of the summation of
the stra, from the earlier argument, and from the independence of
the two.

Prt 14.68
strpavdt pratipattibhedn nindanty aktsneti ca varaikm ||

From their rejection of the stras, they condemn differences of
understanding, and because it is incomplete, the training in sounds.4

In both of these examples, the author refers to the stras.  Most likely he
refers here to the gvedaprtikhya itself or to the prtikhya tradition
more generally.  In Prt 11.69 the contrast is between the summation of the
stra and previous argumentation.  It seems this refers to the scholarly
tradition of Vedic interpretation, not to the Vedas themselves.  Prt 14.68
supports this reading, since rejection of the stra most certainly means one
who disagrees with this interpretation or interpretive mode, not a rejection of
the Vedas.5  While the commentary of Uvaa is significantly later, his reading
of stra as kramastra, stra of recitation, supports this reading.  As with
the Nirukta, the author did not need to specify to which stra he was
referring; the context made it clear.  For the commentator, however, there was
a need to differentiate between stras, a development whose origin will be
addressed later.  Uvaa clearly thought stra  here referred to the
gvedaprtikhya.  Even without placing undue weight on the opinion of the
commentator, these examples support the notion that the term stra refers to
a system of instruction, or perhaps even a specific text.

The oldest occurrence of stra outside the Vedic interpretive tradition is
in the Vedgajyotia.  The g Vedic recension of this text appears to be

4 I am indebted to Joel Brereton for helping make sense of these passages; however, all mistakes
are mine alone.
5 The use of stra in Prt 14.64 seems to have the same sense.
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older than the Yajur Vedic recension, but the material in both recensions is
nearly identical.  stra appears in the g Vedic recension three times.6

VJ 25
nakatradevat et etbhir yajñakarmani |
yajamnasya strajñair nma nakatraja smtam ||

These are the Devats of the nakatras; in accordance with these in
the sacrificial act, the stra-knowers mention the name of the
yajamna, the name that comes from his nakatra.

VJ 36
ved hi yajñrtham abhipravtt klnuprv vihit ca yajñ |
tasmd ida klavidhnastra yo jyotia veda sa veda yajñn ||

The Vedas have indeed been produced for the sake of the
performance of the sacrifices.  And the sacrifices have been
prescribed for regularly ordered times.  Therefore, he who knows
Jyotia, the stra  of the enumeration of time, he knows the
sacrifices.

These passages demonstrate the meaning of stra, an astronomical science.
VJ 25 refers to those who know the stra in the context of preparing for the
ritual; they are astronomers.  In the ritual the stra-knower recites the
nakastra name of the yajamna, a secret name used in ritual contexts.  stra
here refers to the astronomical literature. VJ 36 makes the case even more
clear, equating jyotia and klvidhnaastra, the stra of the enumeration of
time.  The primary function of jyotia is to measure time and mark the correct
time for performing the ritual.  Thus, the identity is clear.

In his translation, Sarma often reads stra to mean Vedas.  This
interpretation of stra as Veda is anachronistic in this context.  Reading
stra here as treatise requires a less forced reading.7

In the last passage from the VJ the author makes a reference to the stras
in the context of a larger genre of literature, the Vedgas.

6 RVJ 25, 36, and 35 correspond to YVJ 35, 4, and 3, respectively.
7 For example, he translated VJ 25 thus: “People learned in the religious lores say that these
deities’ names are to be substituted for their own names in the (sakalpa of) the yga (of the
person on whose behalf the sacrifice is performed, viz.) the yajamna.”  In his translations of VJ
35 he translates stra as Vedas.
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VJ 35
tadvad ikh mayr ngn maayo yath |
yath vedgastr jyotia mrdhani sthita ||

Like the combs of the peacocks and the crest jewels of the serpents,
so does Jyotia stand at the head of all stras that are auxiliaries to
the Vedas.

Vedgastra is not here a tatpurua compound; a reading of stra of
vedgas will not do, because the stras in question each address different
disciplines, not just vedga.  In short, the Jyotia stands at the head of the
  s t r a s  that are v e d   g a s , not the stras concerning vedga.
Vedgastra here is a karmadhraya compound; thus vedgastra is the
stra that is a vedga. The author is setting Jyotia at the head of the other
stras that are the vedgas.

While the previous examples support the notion that stra could have
been a genre already, this occurrence is the first clear evidence that stra was
already a genre.  The author implies there is a class of stras by placing his
own stra at the top of the pecking order.  The fact that vedga refers to
multiple disciplines—all of whom contribute to the success of the ritual, each
in a different way—corroborates the idea that stra is understood to be a
genre.  In the previous passages, the author knew that the context would make
clear the s tra  to which he is referring.  Additionally, the term
klavidhnastra, used in VJ 36, may also indicate a distinction between this
stra and other stras.

STRA IN THE EARLY STRA LITERATURE

The author of the pastambadharmastra uses stra eight times.  Olivelle
reads all but one as scripture. This is the one passage that Olivelle does not
translate as Veda.

DhS 2.5.10.13
tasya cet stram atipravarteran rjna gamayet /

If a guilty person refuses to follow his order, he should send him to
the king.  (Olivelle)
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Here Olivelle does not divorce stra from the original sense of
instruction. This example is typical of the majority of the occurrences.8

DhS 2.14.10-11
tac chstrair vipratiiddham |
manu putrebhyo dya vyabhajad ity aviesea ryate ||

That is forbidden by the scriptures, for in the Veda we find the
statement, which makes no special allowance, “Manu divided his
estate among his sons” (TS 3.1.9.4). (Olivelle)

This example, as well as those not quoted here, suggests a close relationship
between stra and Veda.   In DhS 2.14.10 the failure to divide the estate is
forbidden by stras.  In the section immediately preceding this, regional
variations in inheritance law are forbidden by stra.  The term vipratiiddha,
forbidden, appears seven times in DhS; six of those occurrences are related
to some scriptural injunction.9  The last is related to dharma more generally.10

Three of these occurrences appear with stra in the instrumental plural, and
can be read as “forbidden by the stras.”

I believe that the occurrence of vipratiiddha and stra together in such
a specific context illuminates the relationship of stra to scripture.  In each
instance pastamba indicates that a certain behavior is forbidden by the
stras, then supports his claim with a reference to a Vedic injunction.  The
stra is an instruction not to engage in a particular behavior and the support
for such an instruction is the Vedic scripture.  I believe that pastamba is
using stra in its original sense, an instruction.  That this sense was
understood is clear from DhS 2.5.10.13.  The moral weight used to justify the
stra was not seen in earlier texts examined here.  I believe this is for two
reasons.  First, the topic of the Dharma Stras introduces a moral factor that
was not present in the disciplines in which stra previously occurred.
Second, the notion of the Veda as the basis for all stra is central to
Mms thought, a constant theme in pastamba’s work.  For pastamba,
the use of stra as an instruction overrode the newer technical sense
evidenced in the texts examined thus far.

Using the term stra in such a relationship to the Vedas has a specific
function.  I believe that the impetus for this usage is evidenced more clearly in

8 See also DhS 1.12.11, 1.13.21, 2.10.12, 2.15.23, and 2.21.15.
9 DhS 1.45, 1.12.6, 1.13.21, 2.8.12, 2.14.10, and 2.21.15.
10 DhS 2.20.22.
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another, later, text, the Mmsstra.  I will address this issue later in the
essay.

Roughly contemporaneous to DhS was the Ktyyana rauta Stra.  In
the KS we find the term only once, the only occurrence in all the rauta
Stras.  The context of this passage is a discussion of the Sattra sacrifice. The
debate concerns the purpose, actors, and duration of the sacrifice.  Several
opinions appear, some ascribed to individuals, others not.  In the debate over
the length of the Sattra sacrifice, the opinion is stated that a life of 1,000 years
is impossible for humans. The author then refers to the opinion of Bhradvaja.

KS 1.6.21
strasabhavd iti bhradvaja |

Bhradvaja says: (It is possible) because there is a stra.

The ambiguity of the passage makes it difficult to understand the referent of
stra in this passage.  The passage indicates that there must be a possibility
of living for 1,000 years because there is a stra that presupposes the
possibility.  The stra enjoins a rite, and to complete the rite one must live
1,000 years.  Therefore, the possibility of living 1,000 years must exist,
otherwise the rite would not be enjoined.

Ranade’s translation tries to erase the ambiguity inherent in the passage.
“According to the opinion of Bhradvaja, living for thousand years seems to
be possible in view of the evidence in the ritualistic works (which lay down
“mitravind … yukmasya” KS 5.13.1)” (Ranade 1978).  Ranade seems to
think that Bhradvaja refers to another section of the same text, the Ktyyana
rauta Stra.  Why would Ktyyana quote Bhradvaja quoting Ktyyana,
only to reject his opinion shortly thereafter?

Another possibility is that Bhradvaja is referring to his own rauta
Stra.  I was unable, however, to find any reference that reflects this passage.
The reference could with equal plausibility refer to the Vedas, possibly a
single statement in the Vedas, as a call to a higher authority, except that it
does not exist.  Most likely, this represents another example of the older
meaning of stra, command or precept.  Since there is an instruction to
perform the ritual, the possibility of completing it, i.e. living for 1,000 years,
must be possible.

STRA IN THE GRAMMATICAL TRADITION

The first occurrences of stra in the grammatical tradition are in the
Vrttikas of Ktyyana.  In these critical annotations to Pini’s Adhyyi,
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Ktyyana uses stra twelve times.  All but one of these instances, I believe,
are references to Pini’s work.

Kty 1.1.62.1
pratyayalope pratyayalakaavacana sadanvkhync chstrasya ||

When there is an elision of an affix, there is an indication of the
affix, because there is a specific statement in the stra.

Kty 6.1.1.12-13
strahni ca || 12
siddha tu tat samudyaikctvc chstrhne || 13

And (in the case of) something that would undermine the stra.
So it is established, because there is not a thing that would undermine
the stra a n d  because of the fact that the vowels are in
combination.11

In the first example Ktyyana clarifies a rule in the Adhyyi.  In the
second he resolves an apparent contradiction in the rules.  Ktyyana’s work
often tries to explain apparent flaws in Pini’s work; this is one example.
The meaning of stra here is a specific instructional work, the Adhyyi
itself.  In this example the use of stra clearly refers to a specific text.  It is
worth noting here that for Ktyyana the notion of stra as a system of
instruction, and stra as a text encapsulating a system of instruction are
synonymous.  That is, Pini’s work is the encapsulation of the grammatical
tradition, where in other disciplines the two are not necessarily exactly the
same.

The one exception to Ktyyana’s use of stra to refer to Pini is the
first occurrence of the word dharmastra in the extant literature.

Kty 1.2.64.39
dharmastra ca tath |

And thus there is a dharmastra (which is relevant to this).

Ktyyana uses dharmastra as an example.  Here the term indicates the
awareness of stra as a genre of literature.  Its use previous to this occurrence

11 See also: KV 1.1.38.4, 6.1.85.4, 6.1.86.5, 6.1.158.12, and 7.1.96.1.
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has been restricted to the genre in which the author is writing.  No author has
shown a need to refer to a stra outside of his own purview.  This is not the
first passage to explicitly demonstrate the knowledge of another genre of
scientific literature.  In the Vedgajyotia, the author used the word
vedgastra, which implies other stras.  But Ktyyana explicitly refers
to another stra.  His use of an example necessitated his differentiation of his
stra—his own genre generally and the grammar specifically—from another
stra.  While it is curious that pastamba did not use the term dharmastra,
it is not too surprising.  pastamba was addressing concerns of dharma and
did not need to address different stras.

Next is Patañjali, who lived, most likely, in the time between the first two
Dharmastras and the later two.  His commentary on Ktyyana’s Vrttikas
sheds considerable light on the development of this term outside the dharma
literature.  His opening two sentences reflect the use of this term throughout
his work.

Pat  (1)
athety aya abdo ‘dhikrrtha prayujyate | abdnusana
stram adhikta veditvayam ||

This word “atha” is utilized for establishing the authority (of the
text).  The stra, Instruction on Words, which is authorized, is
understood.

Instruction on Words is the tile of Pini’s Adhyyi.12  Two passages,
however, show different usage.  In his commentary on Kty 6.1.84.5, which
raises an issue about different types of rules, Patañjali brings several examples
to bear on the problem.

Pat 6.1.84 (57)
siddham etat | katham | dharmopadeanam ida stra
dharmopadeane csmiñ stre ‘navayavena strrtha sapratyate
yath laukikeu vaidikeu ca ktnteu ||

This is established.  How?  This stra is ‘dharma-instruction,’   And
in this stra, that is a ‘dharma-instruction,’ the meaning of stra
agrees with the anavayava (a rule which is not a rule to be done only
once), just as in secular and Vedic precepts.

12 This is clear elsewhere, e.g. Pat 1.1.38.4, 6.1.85.4, 6.1.86.5, 6.1.158.12, and 7.1.96.1.
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Patañjali gives us examples of both secular and Vedic precepts, giving a
glimpse of normal language.  Grammarians do not give fanciful examples;
they use examples from both secular and Vedic language, just as he states in
this commentary.  In this passage, Patañjali explains anavayava in opposition
to its antonym, avayava.  An avayava is a rule that needs to be fulfilled only
once. Patañjali informs us that an anavayava is a rule that must be obeyed
perpetually.  The injunctions of stra are given as common examples.  One
should not kill a Brahman.  This does not mean that if one avoids the
opportunity to kill a Brahman once the obligation is fulfilled.  It is an
anavayava, and must be followed perpetually.  He gives the establishment of
the ceremonial fire as a Vedic example of an avayava.  Once established, it
does not need to be established again.  Clearly for Patañjali, stra was
distinct from Vedas.  His use of the term stra to gloss dharmopadeanam
makes it clear that the meaning of stra is teaching, or instruction.  This
demonstrates that stra had, by this time, become a common term for a
system of instruction.  Additionally, it shows that stra is understood to be a
genre, that is, a way of writing that is employed in different disciplines.  There
are different types of stra and Patañjali assumed that his audience was, at
the very least, aware of them.

Reference to the dharma tradition is explicit elsewhere.  In his
commentary on Kty 1.2.64, Patañjali uses the term dharmastra twice (Pat
1.2.64 (242) and 1.2.64 (243)).  His use of the term here follows his use of the
term in his commentary on 6.1.84 quoted above.  He even uses the same
examples of killing a Brahmin and drinking alcohol.  Since Ktyyana knew
this term, it should not surprise us that Patañjali knew and used it.

In another passage we see something more interesting.  In Pat 1.1.47 (115)
Patañjali uses the term dharmastra.

Pat 1.1.47 (115)
naivevara jñpayati npi dharmastrakr pahanty apavdair
utsarg bdhyantm iti |

The lord does not command, nor do the composers of dharmastras
proclaim that the general rule is suspended by an exception.

As previously stated, Patañjali draws his examples from real life.  He must
have known that people composed and recited dharmastras.  He follows this
statement with an example from the world: a Brahmin giving coagulated
buttermilk mixed with water to a Kauinya is possible, but it is prohibited.
The gist is that simply because something is possible does not mean that it is
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permitted.  The significance for my argument lies in Patañjali’s use of the
dharmastrakra as an example.  That Patañjali was aware of the dharma
tradition of stra  is seen in the earlier passages and evidenced by
Ktyyana’s use of the term.  This passage demonstrates that he also knew of
composers and reciters of the dharmastras.

Such explicit recognition of other stra technicians, I suggest, was not
necessary before.  Since there was no need to refer to the stras of other
disciplines, there was no need to refer to the technicians of those other
disciplines.  That there was a need to differentiate one’s own stra from
someone else’s can easily be inferred.

In the earlier literature there are few instances of stra used in
compound.  It makes sense from the narrowly focused subject matter that the
people hearing such lessons would understand the meaning of the term in its
context.  stra is later used in compounds, a use that specifies the topic of
the stra.  It can reasonably be inferred from this that there was no need to
specify to which stra one was referring, just as when speaking with a
sibling one does not say “our mom,” but simply “mom.”  In fact stra only
appears in compound in Patañjali’s Mahbhya because his subject matter
requires examples, examples he draws from language of the world, common
speech, and from Vedic language.  It is in this broader scope that one must be
more specific as to the subject of stra.  The contextual use of stra is also
seen in the Mahbhya when Patañjali, following Ktyyana, refers to
Pini’s Adhyyi as the stra, Pat (1), quoted above.

Elsewhere Patañjali compares the ia and the stra:

Pat 3.3.101 (174)
ke puna  i | vaiykra | kuta eetat | straprvik hi iir
vaiykra ca strajñ | yadi tarhi straprvik ii
iaprvaka ca stra tad itaretarraya bhavati |
itaretarrayi ca na prakalpante |

Who are ias?  They are grammarians.  Why is this?  Because
learning presupposes stra and grammarians know s t ra .  If
learning presupposes stra and stra presupposes learning, then
this is a circular argument.  And circular arguments are not proper.
(Brick)

In this passage, ia, another derivative of the root s, is defined.  Here the
ia is a grammarian. Grammarians are those who know stra.  In this
context it seems safe to assume that Patañjali is arguing that a ia is a
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grammarian and the stra is the grammar.  This passage does suggest that the
learned person is knowledgeable of stra.

While I have shown that Patañjali was aware of stra as text—he knows
of Pini and Ktyyana—he also knows of stra as a tradition of learning.
The term dharmatrakra implies as much.  It also implies that he was aware
of stra  texts in other traditions.  His use of the root pah with the
dharmatrakra implies that they are reciting something, namely a text on
dharma. stra can apply to different disciplines.  Both stra and ia are
used in the specific context to mean grammar and grammarian, but in
different contexts would refer to any treatise and anyone learned in that
science.  Clearly by the time of Patañjali, stra is a well-developed tradition,
with established schools in different disciplines.

STRA IN THE LATER DHARMASTRA LITERATURE

In the Gautamadharmastra, we find the first use of the term dharmastra
within the dharma tradition.

GDhS 11.19
tasya vyavahro vedo dharmastry agny upaved puram |

His administration of justice shall be based on the Veda, the Legal
Treatises, the Vedic Supplements, Subsidiary Vedas, and the Pura.
(Olivelle)

This passage refers to the dharma literature with the term stra.  The
reference to a tradition of legal instruction is unmistakable.  pastamba did
not need to use the term dharmastra, because he did not have the occasion
to differentiate between different stras.  Gautama, however, demonstrates
such a need in this passage.

The other occurrence of stra in the GDhS is less obvious, but I believe
it refers to the same legal tradition:

GDhS 13.26
rj prvivko brhmao v stravit |

The judge is either the king or a learned Brahmin.

The author says that ideally the king should act as judge; if he is unable, then
the substitute must be a Brahmin who is learned in the stra.  The position of
judge requires an awareness of legal matters.  It seems logical to assume that
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the stra of which he must be aware is either the dharmastra or the
Arthastra.  In the first passage the referent is clearly a text, since the other
items in the list are texts.  In the second passage, the referent is not as clear,
but probably refers to a text as well.  Additionally, the learned Brahmin may
need to be well-versed in many stras: political, legal, and religious.

In the Baudhayanadharmastra the author used stra in the same way
that pastamba did.13 In BDhS 1.1.13, however, we see a distinction between
stra and Veda, just as in GDhS 11.19 quoted on the previous page.

BDhS 1.1.13
dharmastrarathrh vedakhagadhar dvij  |
krrtham api yad bryu sa dharma parama smta ||

When twice born men, riding in the chariot of Legal Treatises and
wielding the sword of the Veda, make a pronouncement, even in jest,
that the tradition tells us, is the highest law. (Olivelle)

This passage also indicates the conception of stra as a genre.  The author
uses the word in such a way to be clear as to its referent, distinguishing it
from other stras on other topics.  More significantly, the author
distinguishes stra from the Veda.  The author uses stra to refer to a
scientific treatise in some places and the Veda in other places; this reflects the
complicated nature of the influence on the author.  In addition to the
underlying perspective shared with pastamba, which I will address briefly,
Baudhyana is aware of dharmastra as a term that refers to works on
dharma.  Baudhyana tried to incorporate into his text, both pastamba’s use
of stra as Veda and the tradition seen in the other dharmastras, where
stra refers to a scientific treatise.

stra appears only four times in the Vasihadharmastra, and all four
times it shows a differentiation between different types of stra. VDhS 24.6
and 27.19 both use the term dharmastra. VDhS 24.6 is a self-referential use
of the term.

VDhS 24.6
sa t  ya t tdi ta  dharmastra nputrya niyya
nsavatsaroitya dadyt ||

13 See BDhS 1.10.8, 1.6.36, and 2.4.7.22.
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A man should impart this Treatise on Law proclaimed by the holy
one to no other than a son or a pupil who has lived with him for at
least a year. (Olivelle)

For the author of this Dharmastra his work is a stra.
More significant is the author’s use of specific terms for different types of

stra.  We find the use of the term stra in compound with other words in
the other two passages in the VDhS.

VDhS 10.20
athpyudharanti
na abdastrbhiratasya moko
na cpi lokagrahae ratasya |
na bhojancchdanatatparasya
na cpi ramyvasathapriyasya ||

Now, they also quote:
Liberation is not achieved by a man who takes delight in verbal
sciences and in captivating the folks, has his heart on food and
clothe, and loves beautiful residences. (Olivelle)

VDhS 21.33
bhikukair vnaprasthavat somavddhivardhana svastrasaskra
ca svastrasaskraceti ||

Mendicants violating in the same manner as hermits should perform
a lunar penance and undergo initiation in the manner prescribed in
their respective texts. (Olivelle)

The first passage occurs in the context of asceticism.  The second occurs in a
section entitled, by Olivelle, Miscellaneous.  Both passages demonstrate the
author’s need to differentiate one stra from another.  However, it seems
important here to consider the trend of later additions discussed in regard to
BDhS.  Olivelle pointed out that the later additions to BDhS concern
primarily asceticism, and may represent a later addition from a renuncitory
handbook (Olivelle 2000, 191).  Thus these passages, despite occurring in the
VDhS, must be considered with due skepticism.
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STRA IN THE DHARMA LITERATURE

The relative chronology becomes more troublesome as we move to the next
few texts in our period.  I believe that a brief overview of the occurrences in a
few key texts will show that the dramatic increase in different stras required
authors to specify to which stra they were referring.  The increased number
of disciplines that boasted stras is central to this trend.  The earlier texts do
not need to address different stras, since their scope of inquiry was narrow.
Later authors addressed broader issues, so they needed to address different
sciences.  In doing so they needed to differentiate one stra from another.
This need is most evident in the Arthastra and the Mnavadharmastra.

In the A the word stra appears forty-three times.  Among those
dharmastra appears twice, arthastra appears eight times, and nitistra
appears once.14   Of the thirty-four remaining occurrences, seventeen are in
compound as the last member with another word, e.g. kutsitakarmastra; of
these there are six different terms.15  In the MDhS the term appears thirty-four
times.  Dharmastra appears twice.  There are twelve other occurrences of
stra, in which it appears in compound with six different terms; arthastra
is conspicuously absent.16  The later dharma texts show a similar increase in
the use of terms that indicate that stra had diversified and represented a
diverse instructional genre, encompassing different disciplines, as seen in
Table 1.

STRA AS VEDA

The passages discussed thus far show that the term generally does not refer to
the Veda.  However, in some instances the term stra clearly refers to the
Vedas.  At times Manu makes this identification explicit by using the
compound vedastra—the stra  that is a Veda.17  However, in the
Mmsstra and the Brahmastra we find a very specialized meaning of

14 The dating of the Arthastra is difficult.  Among the most relevant difficulties is the concern
that many of the passages in which the term arthastra appears could possibly be later additions.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to address such issues.  It is clear though that the extant
version we have probably dates sometime near Mnavadharmastra.
15 arutastra,  1 time; kutsitakarmastra, 1 time; calitastra, 3 times; prajñstra, 1 time;
ulbadhtustra, 1 time; and sarvastra, 1 time.
16 asatstra, 1 time; maulnstra, 1 time; yajñastra, 1 time; vedastra, 7 times; sarvastra,
1 time; and hetustra, 1 time.
17 MDh 12.94, 12.99, 12.100, 12.102, and 12.106.
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the word stra.  These passages and their context, I believe, shed light on the
use of stra with reference to the Veda.

stra appears in the MS fourteen times.  Of these twelve clearly refer to
the Vedas.

MS 1.2.2
stradavirodhcca ||

And also because of the contradiction of the scriptures and the
directly perceived facts. (Jha)

MS 1.3.9
strasth v tannimittatvt ||

In reality, that which is based on the scriptures (is to be regarded as
more authoritative); because the scriptures are the basis of authority.
(Or, that sense in which the word is used by persons who take their
stand upon the scriptures is to be accepted as the more authoritative;
because it is more reliable than any other.) (Jha)

MS 4.1.3
tadutsarge karmi pururthya strasynatiakyatvn na ca
dravya cikryate tenrthe nbhisambandht kriyy puruaruti
||

Even though they involve the renunciation [of happiness] yet the
actions (in question) should be taken as ‘subserving the purposes of
Man;’ because the authority of the scriptures is not to be doubted.
Nor is any substance meant to be made (or embellished, by the
actions). Consequently, on account of their connection with the
purpose of Man, it must be admitted that it is the Man that is spoken
of in the text as connected with the actions on question. (Jha)18

MS 1.2.2 addresses the verification of a logical conclusion, and MS 1.3.9
demonstrates that the author draws his authority from the Vedas.  In MS 4.1.3
the author argues about the difference between vidhis to determine which are
pururtha and which are kratvrtha.  One reason for the use of stra to
refer to the Veda lies in the relationship of the MS to the Vedas.  As a result

18 See also MS 1.3.6, 3.3.43, 3.7.18, 6.2.17, 6.2.18, 6.4.19, 6.6.34, 9.2.32, and 11.3.39.
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of Mms speculation on the nature of reality, and particularly the
relationship of the Veda to reality, the Veda is the source of all instruction.
For the author of the MS, the Veda is their stra , their source of
precepts—that is, commands and instructions.

In the texts I have surveyed here the term stra refers to the instructional
system or text that is under discussion or under construction.  All the authors
refer to the stra as the authority, according to which things are done or
understood.  This captures the dual sense of the root s; the teacher has the
authority to teach or to command, that is instruct.  The Vedas are the
intellectual heritage of the MS in the same way that the tradition of astronomy
that predates the VJ is its intellectual heritage.  Both texts employ the term in
the same way.  stra is an instructional system, sometimes a specific text.19

Of the fourteen passages in which stra appears in the MS, twelve refer
to the Veda, but the other two are found in the compound dharmastra.

MS 6.4.25
ubhbhy v na hi tayor dharmastram ||

With respect to both, for there is indeed no stra with regard to the
dharmas (of the rituals) for those two.20

MS 6.7.6
dra ca dharmastratvt ||

And the dra (should not be given away), because there is a stra
of dharma.21

In both of these passages stra could mean “instruction” or “system of
instruction.”  In MS 6.4.25, the eating is contingent because there is no stra
with regard to the dharmas, the elements of the ritual.  It could mean a
specific instruction with regard to this dharma of the ritual, though this
interpretation rests largely on the singularity of the example.  In this context,
stra could also refer to a system of instruction whose topic is the dharmas

19 The Brahmastra passages use stra in the same manner, that is, stra is Veda, see BS 1.1.3,
1.1.30, 2.3.33.
20 In reality, the “eating” should be contingent upon both acts; because it has not been laid down
as an accessory of the acts. (Jha)
21 The dra also (should not be given away); because he is there for being instructed in his
duties. (Jha)
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of ritual, that is, ritual performance.  There is no ritual stra that refers to this
particular instance.  In MS 6.7.6, the author adds the dra to a list of things
inappropriate to give away in the ritual.  The reason for not giving the dra
away is the existence of a dharmastra.  While this could potentially refer to
a specific instruction with regard to dharma, this is highly unlikely.  First, the
author must certainly have been familiar with the dharmastra as a genre by
this time.  Second, and more relevant, is that the common use of stra in the
MS is to refer to a textual embodiment of a system of instruction generally,
and the Veda specifically.

The more common use of the term stra in the MS bears directly on the
Dharmastra of pastamba.  With reference to DhS 1.12.11, cited above,
Olivelle suggests comparison to MS 4.1.2.  This passage appears in the middle
of a discussion of the exegesis of rules from the Vedic corpus.  The
pastamba passage is also located in a section on rules, rules on the recitation
of the Vedas and other rites.  It seems that pastamba understood the world
through a Mms lens.  He drew upon the authority of the Vedas as the
author of the MS did, a fact demonstrated by his use of stra in the passages
I discussed.  Thus, instructions—that is stras—draw their authority from the
Vedas and pastamba’s use reflects the notion that all stra—all instruction,
but specifically instruction on dharma—is directly related to the Veda.  The
Mms philosophy certainly preceded its codification in a text, thus the
later date of the MS does not pose a problem for understanding a Mms
view of pastamba.  pastamba had a Mms world-view and the
influence of that attitude is evidenced throughout the DhS.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I want to draw very clearly the picture I have tried to sketch in
this essay.  Scholars have detected three distinct meanings for the term stra:
instruction, system of instruction, and scripture, namely the Veda.  I argue that
the second meaning, system of instruction, has two shades of meaning.  The
authors in earlier texts use stra to refer to the system embodied in their text.
It is not clear however, if the term also refers to the text itself.  Later works
demonstrate that stra also referred to a genre of literature, a common
enterprise employed by many different disciplines.

The first meaning, instruction, is the oldest, and persists in varying
degrees throughout the period.  Despite its singularity and troubling context
the one occurrence of stra in the V may be safely interpreted in that
context with the meaning of instruction.

In earlier texts the author used the term stra in a restricted sense,
referring only to the system of instruction specific to that text.  The context
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indicates the referent of stra: in an astronomical text, it refers to the VJ; in a
grammatical text it refers to Pini's work. stra as a system of instruction
had become common by this time.

pastamba uses stra in its older sense, but in a new context.  His work
reflects the Mms attitude about the Veda.  For him, the stras are simply
instructions, but the authority of the instruction is more intimately tied to the
Veda.  He does not apply the term to whole systems, i.e. dharmastras; this is
evidenced by his frequent use of stra in the plural.

The subtle shading of stra's second meaning, that is the use of stra to
refer to the genre of texts, is not seen in pastamba.  In Gautamadharmastra
and the Mahbhya of Patañjali, however, stra is often used in compound,
indicating that the authors needed to specify to which stra they were
referring. Patañjali knew of a stra of grammar and a stra of dharma.   He
also knew about the Dharmas tra  as a particular expression of the
dharmastra tradition.  By the time of Patañjali, perhaps before, there was a
clear notion that stra was a genre, the literature of that well-developed
intellectual tradition with established schools in different disciplines.

In the later stra tradition, the Arthastra and the Mnavadharmastra
for example, the authors need to differentiate stras on different topics from
one-another.  This is done by using compounds that differentiate one stra
from another stra.  Authors needed to specify which stra they intended.
The time when context alone made clear the referent of the stra had passed.
This need had already arisen in the time of Patañjali, in the second century
BCE.  By the second century CE it was assumed.

The development of the idea that the Veda is a stra came after the
acceptance of stra as a genre of literature.  In the MS we see the fully-
developed form of a philosophical outlook, the genesis of which is glimpsed
in pastamba's work.  I suggest that the idea of the Veda as stra developed
from the combination of a Mms world view and the conception of a
treatise that propounded instructions, a stra.  stras are instructions on
many different sciences.  The Mms philosophers held the belief that the
Veda was an infallible instruction.  These ideas were married and the Veda as
stra was born.
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ABBREVIATIONS

V gvedasahit
Nir Yskyanirukta
Prt gvedaprtikhya
VJ Vedgajyotia (g Veda)
YVJ Vedgajyotia (Yajur Veda)
DhS pastambadharmastra
KS Ktyyanarautastra
KuS Ktyyanaulbastra
Kty Ktyyana’s Vrttikas
GDhS Gautamadharmastra
Pat Patañjali’s Mahbhya
BDhS Baudhayanadharmastra
VDhS Vasihadharmastra
MDhS Mnavadharmastra  
MS Mmsstra
BS Brahmastra 
A Arthastra
NS Nradasmti  
N Nradyaik
YjS Yjñavalkyasmti
Yj Yjñavalkyaik
KS Kmastra
KtyS Ktyyanasmti
VS Viusmti
BD Bhaddevatnukrama 
BS Bhaspatismti 
PS Pararasmrti
MBh Mahbhrata
Rm Rmayana
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CITATIONS OF OCCURRANCES

gvedasahit: V 8.33.16 
Yskyanirukta: Nir 1.2 and 1.14
gvedaprtikhya: Prt 11.69, 14.64, and 14.68
Vedgajyotia (g Veda): VJ 25, 35 and 36
Vedgajyotia (Yajur Veda): VJ 35, 4, and 3
pastambadharmastra: DhS 1.12.1 1 , 1 .1 3 .2 1 , 2.10.12, 2.10.13, 2.13.1,
2.14.10, 2.15.23, and 2.21.15
Ktyyanarautastra: KS 1.6.21
Ktyyanaulbastra: KuS 1.17, 7.6, and 7.19
Atharvaprtikhya:  According to str (1942), the term stra also appears
three times in AP 3.3.2, 3.3.19, and 3.4.1, although in my search of two copies
of the text, I was unable to find any of these occurrences.  In those cases
where str was mistaken, there was a similar word, e.g. astra; in this case,
I found no such obvious mistake.  Kanta places this text between Pini and
Patañjali, so if these occurrences are not erroneous they may have some
impact on my argument.  The extent of that impact is impossible to measure,
unless I am able to locate the passages in the future.
Ktyyana’s Vrttikas: Kty 1.1.1 .1 , 1.1.1 .9 , 1.1.1.10, 1 .1.62.1, 1.2.64.39
dharmastra, 1.1.68.4 , 6 .1.1.12, 6.1.1.13, 6.1.84.4 , 6.1.86.5 , 6 .1.158.12, and
7.1.96.1.
Gautamadharmastra: GDhS 11.19 and 13.26
Patañjali’s Mahbhya: Pat. 1.1.1 (1), 1.1.1 (5), 1.1.1 (7) 2x, 1.1.1 (8) 2x, 1.1.1
(9) 3x, 1.1.1 (10) 2x, 1.1.1 (13), 1.1.1 (20) 3x, 1.1.1 (40), 1.1.8 (60) 3x, 1.1.44
(104), 1.1.45 (112), 1.1.47 (115) dharmastra, 1.1.49 (119), 1.1.57 (147), 1.1.62
(161) 4x, 1.1.62 (164), 1.1.68 (176), 1.1.69 (176), 1.2.9 (196) 2x, 1.2.43 (214),
1.2.64 (242) dharmastra, 1.2.64 (243) dharmastra, 1.3.1 (253) 3x, 1 .3.2
(260), 1.4.2 (304), 1.4.2 (305) 3x, 1.6.1 (253), 2.1.1 (359), 2.1.1 (360), 2.1.1 (369),
2.1.58 (400), 3.1.2 (3), 3.1.85 (65), 3.1.91 (74), 3.3.1 (138), 4.2.94 (392), 6.1.1 (3)
5x, 6.1.1 (5) 3x, 6.1.77 (54), 6.1.84 (57) 14x, 6.1.84 (58) 5x, 6.1.86 (66) 4x,
6.1.108 (82), 6.1.127 (89) 2x, 6.1.135 (92), 6.1.157 (100), 6.1.158 (100), 6.3.74
(146), 6.3.109 (174) 2x, 6.4.41 (197), 6.4.42 (197), 6.4.104 (214), 7.1.93 (263) 2x,
7.1.96.1 (273) 3x, 7.3.54 (330) 2x, 8.1.1 (364), 8.2.38 (405) 3x, 8.3.37 (431), and
8.3.93 (425) 4x.
Baudhayanadharmastra: BDhS 1.1.13, 1.10.8 , 2.6.36, 2.7.22, 2.11.14, 3.3.16,
3.3.18, 4.1.3, 4.2.3, and 4.4.9
Vasihadharmastra: VDhS 10.20, 21.33, 24.6, and 27.19
Mmsstra : MS 1.2.2, 1.3.6, 1.3.9, 3.3.43, 3.7.18, 4.1.3, 6.2.17, 6.2.18,
6.4.19, 6.4.25, 6.6.34, 6.7.6, 9.2.32, and 11.3.39.
Brahmastra: BS 1.1.3, 1.1.30, and 2.3.33 
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Yjñavalkyaik: Yaj 1.21  
Bhaddevatnukrama : BD 3.48
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Philosophical Influence in Indian Medicine

PRUDENCE F. BRUNS

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA AT BERKELEY

Classical Indian medicine, also called yurveda,1 is believed to have
developed and evolved within the overarching philosophical framework of
Vedic Brahmanism engulfing the Pan-Indian culture of ancient times.  Two
classical systems of Brahmanical Indian philosophical thought, the Skhya
darana (school) and the Vaieika darana, are considered to have shaped
the Indian medical perspective.2  Yet the precise role these two daranas have
played in contributing to the development of Indian medical theory is often
unclear. This paper will attempt to clarify how each of these two philosophical
schools of thought are interpreted by and reflected in Indian medicine based
on the Caraka Sahit, the most authoritative and influential medical text,
and its commentaries.3

The Caraka Sahit reveals a complex and multifaceted approach to a
relational system of medicine which perceives the human body as an
integrated whole rather than a dissociated collection of its parts.  Mutually
consistent networks of relationships between substances, both inner (bodily)
and outer (medicinal), help define a physiology which is integral within a
larger synthetic framework. The systemization of classificatory principles of
medicine and its application according to the padrthas (fundamental
categories) of Vaieika reveals a network of interconnections between the
dynamics of matter and its properties by which the macrocosm of the
Skhya universe is mirrored in the microcosm of the individual physiology.

1 yurveda consist of two terms, yus and veda. Veda is from the root vid which means to know.
yus means life and life consists of the body (arra), senses (indriya), mind (sattva), and soul
(tman).
2 To some degree, all the major and varied systems of Indian thought, such as Yoga, Nyya,
Vednta, and the Nstika daranas, i.e. Buddhist and Jain, can be found.
3 The most influential text of yurveda is the Caraka Sahit, which is reworked from an earlier
text. Based on information given in the text itself, the earliest version of the text is currently
placed in about the third or second centuries BCE (Wujastyk 1998, 40). The only representation of
the Caraka Sahit available at present is a redaction by habala (900 CE).
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Indian medicine, while taking directly from Vaieika and Skhya
daranas, constructs its medical paradigm according to its own perspective,
making it conducive to medical application and thought.  Using a pragmatic
approach to life, it incorporates the philosophical principles from the
Vaieika and Skhya daranas into its own transformative configurations.

UNDERSTANDING THE BODY

The Caraka Sahit lays out a unique vision of the human body as
inseparable from the human mind and soul. Caraka compares this triad to the
three legs of a tripod (tridaavat) (Caraka Sahit 1.1.46). He says that
consciousness (cetan) does not belong to the soul (tman) but is the result of
the connection of the senses through the mind with the soul (Caraka Sahit
1.1.42, 48).  The human being, or what Caraka refers to as purua, is first
described as consisting of six constituents (khdis)4 comprised of the five
elements or bhtas,5 ether (kza), wind (vyu), fire (agni), water (ap), earth
(pthiv),6 as well as with an unconscious tman which becomes conscious
upon association with the mind and senses (cetan) (Caraka Sahit 4.1.16).
According to the renowned commentator Cakrapi in his commentary called
yurveda-dipk  (1 0 5 0  CE),7 Indian medicine’s conception of the
constitutionality of human nature based upon six constituents (adhtuka),8

incorporating an unconscious tman, is derived from Vaieika darana
(Caraka Sahit 4 .1 .16).  This notion of an unconscious tman is not
accepted by many modern scholars who hold that Caraka is referring to the
consciousness of the tman when he uses the term cetan, and not a
consciousness derived from the connection of the senses through the mind
with the tman (see 4.1.16 in Das and Sharma 1976 and Sharma 2000). The
difficulty with the former opinion is that it neglects references to an

4 Also known as dhtus.
5 Also known as the five mahbhtas.
6 Based on the Vaieika model of creation, the five bhtas of Caraka (each) possess a specific
quality: ka - sound, vyu - touch, agni - sight, ap - taste, pthiv - smell.  The five external
sense organs are constituted from the five bhtas whose specific qualities are sensed by each.
7 The most famous commentator on Caraka’s compilation was the eleventh-century writer
Cakrapi-datta whose work was known as Ayurveda-dipk (circa 1050 CE).
8 The Suruta Sahit 1.18 discusses the same purua, “adhtuka” (comprised of 6 a dhtus),
based on the Vaieika model although he does not enumerate the Vaieika categories.
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unconscious tman made in other verses of the text along with their
commentaries.9

The purua of Caraka is further analyzed from the adhtuka purua
into twenty-four more divisions following the Skhya model (see 4.1.17 in
Das and Sharma 1976 and Sharma 2000).  Cakrapi says that Caraka uses
twenty-four divisions, instead of Skhya’s  twenty-five, because of
combining prakti , along with purua , into one avyakta (unmanifest).
Surendranath Dasgupta, in his work A History of Indian Philosophy, argues
that Caraka is actually referring to perhaps the earliest known systematic form
of Skhya,  called Pañcaikha Skhya10 (circa 6 0 0 BCE), which
emphasizes the primacy of the body principles (deha-tattva) of Skhya and
also speaks of a conglomeration (rzi) of the body in which the mind and an
unconscious tman come together to form consciousness (cetas) (Dasgupta
1997, 2:273). According to Dasgupta, Pañcaikha does not describe the system
as elaborately as Caraka, but he does speak of the ultimate truth as being
avyakta in the state of purua (Dasgupta 1997, 1:216). Caraka also takes a
Vaieika stance with regard to the sense organs, saying they are formed of
matter, or the five bhtas; (Caraka Sahit 4.1.24); whereas for Skhya, the
senses evolve out of ahakra (Skhya Krik 25).

At the time of the purua’s birth, all the various dhtus emanate from the
soul (also referred to as avyakta) in sequence according to Skhya starting
with the intellect (buddhi), ego (ahakra), etc. Once their emanation is
complete, the individual persona is born (Caraka Sahit 4.1.66). Caraka says
the conscious human being originates from a body-mind composite (rzi), a
relational complexity arrived at through the conglomeration of all the twenty-
four dhtus including the unmanifest (avyakta).  These form the allotted
pattern expressing the individual transmigrating soul and its rebirth. The
transmigrating soul, the skmazrira (subtle body), following a Vaieika

9 See Das and Sharma 1976 and Sharma 2000, 1.1.42, 48; 4.1.54-57, 75-76. Cakrapi says the use of
the six element adhtuka purua confirms the Vaieika model. Also in his commentary to
verse 4.1.65, Cakrapi does say that in this verse Caraka is referring to the skhya tman. Such
discrepancies may be due to the various redactions of the text over time.
10 Pañcaikha Stras were written by Pañcaikha who is said to have lived contemporaneously
with early Buddhism.  He is mentioned in the Mahbhrata (12, 219) which contains an account
of Pañcaikha’s Skhya (Rao 1987, 2:8). Pañcaikha, according to Dasgupta, is said to be the
direct pupil of Asuri the pupil of Kapila, the founder of the Skhya system. Caraka when trying
to prove the existence of the self as the postulate of all our duties and sense of moral
responsibility, uses the same proofs for the existence of the self as Pañcaikha in the
Mahbhrata. The guas described by Pañcaikha are good and bad qualities of the mind, the
same as Caraka (Surendranath Dasgupta 1997, 2:273).
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model,11 is a composite of four: tman, mind (manas) including intellect
(buddhi), and the bhtas,12 which are derived from past deeds (Caraka
Sahit, 4.2.35). Its formation is due to what Cakrapi describes as the chain
of bhtas [bjadharma] engrained in the soul, like a seed contains the
characteristic of the seed; just as the seed produces a similar sprout, similarly
do the bhtas reproduce (Caraka Sahit, 4.2.31-36). Differences in
individual bodies and capacities are reflected in the composition of the
skmarira originating from past actions and deeds performed in the
previous life (Caraka Sahit, 4.2.35). This composite, the skmarira,
gives rise to the gross body (Caraka Sahit, 4.2.36).

Diagnosis in yurveda requires an understanding of how and why an
illness or disease has come about. Within diagnosis there are basically three
types of disease.  The first involves knowing the cause of a particular disease
or illness (da apacraja); the second is when, after critical scrutiny, no
immediate cause can be found (prvparvaja); and the third is when both
are involved.  This means that the cause of the disease may be known but the
reason for its severity is unexplained, or the reason may be unknown as to
why a particular disease may extend longer than is expected. When no cause
is found, the cause would then be attributed to the complex system of karma
in which past karmas from previous lives must still be paid up.

Indian medicine takes a unique stance among all the daranas when it
comes to past karmas.  Except for the rare circumstances of incurability due to
extreme karmic debt, Caraka explains that an individual through his/her own
efforts can change karmic influence. By exercising right behavior, balanced
lifestyle, administration of proper medicines, etc., a person can succeed in
diverting and overcoming the effects of past actions, preventing disease and
extending the lifespan (Caraka Sahit, 3.3.28-38).

Both Vaieika and Skhya, as well as other schools, believe ignorance
is the root cause of all pain and suffering. Caraka, envisioning the human
physiology as an offshoot of an evolving (insentient) tman who is the cause
of his own suffering and disease, argues that, ultimately, it is wrong choice
(prajñpardha) that creates the imbalances leading to disease (Caraka

11 The skmarira, according to Skhya, is a combination of 18 elements: intellect, ego, mind,
10 motor senses, and the five tanmatras (Larson and Bhattacharya 1987, 4:53).
12 The tman, manas and the bhtas according to the Vaieika system are grouped in the first
category of dravya or substance. There are two kinds of dravyas, eternal (nitya) and non-eternal
or temporary (anitya). The tman, manas and the bhtas in their essential form are all eternal
dravyas. The tman is an eternal and all-pervading dravya; and the manas and the bhtas are
paramus (supremely minute or subtle) or atoms, which can not be perceived but must be
inferred (anumana) (Chatterjee 1954, 230-31).
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Sahit, 4.1.102-108). For this reason, Indian medicine is not only concerned
with the knowledge of the body, but with the workings of the inner mind and
soul as well.   

THE GOVERNING PRINCIPLES OF THE BODY

According to Skhya daraa, (Caraka Sahit, 1 .1.57) all of creation
(prakti) is determined by three governing principles: creative (sattva),
preservative (rajas), and destructive (tamas). Indian medicine applies these
principles governing the macrocosm of the universe to the microcosm of the
human body. When applied to the physiology, they are called doas.13  The
three doas, which are conceptually based on the three guas, are called vta
or vyu (movement), pitta (metabolism) and kapha (stability).

The microcosm of the body, like the macrocosm, is constructed of the
five elements (mahbhtas), referred to as bhtas by Vaieika and Caraka.
Each of the bhtas in the body is governed by a doa, much in the same way
as in the universe where each of the three guas governs matter or the
mahbhtas. Therefore, vta oversees ether or space (ka) and bodily
movement and circulation (vyu); pitta oversees body heat, digestion (agni),
and water or body fluids (jala); kapha governs body fluids and matter
(pthiv) or bones, etc. Cakrapi emphasizes that because the doas are
primarily forces within the body, they are only visible through the body
tissues (dhtu) in which they reside or which express them (Caraka Sahit,
1.1.67). This means that drugs designated to alleviate the doas also alleviate
the dhtus and vice-versa.

Based upon the bodily elements of the three doas along with Vaieika
principles (padrthas), the systemization of Indian medical treatment and
diagnosis emerges. The adhtuka purua of the Vaieika complements and
extends the Skhya model of twenty-four elements by contributing
connections and associations through the use of its fundamental categories
(padrthas) not found in Skhya.

13 Literally, doa means a fault or defect. The word doa comes from the root word du which
means to be bad, defiled, or corrupted. The doas only become of significance when the body is
out of balance.  Therefore, they are the potential causes of disorders and as such are indicators
(defects) of the specific lack of health or imbalances.
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THE FUNDAMENTAL CATEGORIES
(PADRTHAS) OF MEDICINE

Caraka begins his discussion of the fundamentals of medicine by declaring
the prime tenets of medical knowledge to be the six major categories
(padrthas) of reality as propounded by the early Vaieika (Caraka Sahit,
1.1.28-29).14 These are smnya (generality), viea (particularity), gua
(quality), dravya (substance), karma (action), and samavya (relation of
inherence).15 The padrthas of Caraka do not follow the same sequential
order of the Vaieika padrthas, which begin with dravya, gua, karma,
smnya, viea, and samavya. Instead, they are laid out according to the
priorities of Indian medicine because medical treatment is first dependent
upon the principle of smnya and viea.  Smnya and viea provide the
single pivotal axiom upon which all yurvedic medical practice relies.16

The smnya (generality) of all substances is always the cause of
increases, and viea (particularity) is the cause of decrease, both are
applied (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.44).

Caraka has transformed these two Vaieika terms, smnya and viea,
changing their original intent. Smnya, elsewhere meaning “the universal
commonality shared between entities,” here becomes “concrete things with
similar characteristics.” Viea , elsewhere meaning “particularity in
distinguishing the nine dravyas,” here becomes “concrete things possessing
dissimilar and opposite characteristics.” The verse explains basically that
similarity in entities (particularly medicines and foods) is always the cause of
increase and dissimilarity is always the cause of decrease.

Cakrapi says the difference in usage comes when the Vaieika terms
become applied in order to fit the needs of Indian medicine.  Applying viea
and smnya to the body, Cakrapi uses an example of “flesh” (meat).  He

14The later Vaieikas added a seventh padrtha called abhva, which stands for all negative
facts. Chatterjee and Datta, 229.
15 This is not discussed in any of the other major medical texts of Bhela, Vgbhaa, Suruta, etc.
16 Dasgupta feels smnya and viea in this example inspired Caraka’s verse. “Doubt is due to
recollection of the difference between a smnya perception and a viea perception”
(Vaieikastra 2.2.17). Doubt arises when there is perception of smnya (similarity) of the
objective property and then there is viea perception, meaning that what was seen in one form is
seen in a different form. Dasgupta says this stra shows that smnya is that which produces
unity and viea is that which separates as they depend on our mode of thinking (united or
separated) (Dasgupta 1997, 1:281).
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says flesh outside the body when taken in, augments the flesh in the body.
But that same attribute of smnya for the flesh, becomes a viea in relation
to the vta doa of the body, which it decreases in the body (Caraka Sahit,
1.1.45).  Cakrapi asks how is it that one and the same thing, “meat,” can
simultaneously give rise to two different factors, based on the Vaieika
principle that a sentient being’s mind can only attend to one sense at a time,
and therefore an individual can not make a pitcher and a bow at the same
time?  He quickly answers that this rule does not apply to insentient objects,
i.e., the fire produces both light and heat both at the same time.  He explains
that is why Caraka says that medicine simultaneously reconciles deficient and
excessive tissues in the body, reducing the excessive ones and building up the
deficient one (Caraka Sahit, 4.6.6).

Cakrapi, quoting from various different commentators, shows how
smnya and viea can come in three types according to how they are related
to the padrthas, dravya (substance), gua (quality), and karma (action).  The
first example of dravya-smnya (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.45, see also 4.6.10)
was already mentioned with the example of the meat. An example of the
second type, gua-smnya (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.45, see also 4.6.11), is milk
that increases semen due to having similar guas (i.e. sweetness etc.), even
though they differ as dravyas. The third type, karma-smnya, is more
obscure, even Caraka does not address it. Cakrapi says that karma exerts its
increasing effect due to prabhva, specific potency (P.V. Sharma says this is
used in inexplicable cases) (Sharma 2000, 1:186).17 Cakrapi concludes that
dravya-smnya, and not gua-smnya, can increase dravyas (dhtus
[bodily tissues], etc.).  In gua-smnya, a dravya is selected possessing the
guas and based on the guas of the dravya that is applied, the specific body
tissue (dhtu), etc. increases (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.45). This is based on
Vaieika Stra 8.1.6.

Caraka then goes on to analyze the next padrtha, the padrtha of gua
(quality, characteristic), which is not to be confused with the specific three
guas of the Skhya darana.  He describes gua as being inherent in all
substance, devoid of action and causative (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.51). Based
upon the smnya and viea (similarity or dissimilarity) of guas, different
dravyas (foods or medicines) are administered. Caraka divides the guas into

17 Cakrapi says running is often used as an example of karma-smnya because it increases the
active vta doa in the body, but the fact that lack of activity conversely decreases vta doa, he
says does not in itself prove that actions inherently possess smnya. The act of running is not in
any way similar to vyu.  Another example used is of sleep, which increases kapha (inertia,
lethargy) doa in the body but Cakrapi points out that this is due to the inhibition of movements
and not to smnya (Caraka Sahit  1.1.45).
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four distinct groups (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.49).  The first group is composed of
the “viea guas” (specific quality) related to the five bhtas: ka - sound;
vyu - touch; agni - form and color; ap - taste; pthiv - smell. (The five
external sense organs are constituted from the five bhtas whose specific
qualities are sensed by the particular organ.) The second group is comprised
of twenty smnya (general) guas, which are organized pairs of opposites:
heavy/light, cold/hot etc. (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.49).18 These differ from the
Vaieika list.19 The third group is called the tmaguas. Caraka says that
buddhi, etc. ending with prayatna, etc. covers all the guas of the purua.20

The fourth and last group is para, etc. (pardi).21 P.V. Sharma says these ten22

are comparatively less important, and for this reason they are placed last.
When Caraka discusses the nature of dravya (all substance, i.e., medicine,

food, dhtus), he describes it as the basis or substratum of both the padrthas
of gua  and of karma  (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.51). Vaieika defines the
characteristic of dravya also as having kriy (karma) and gua, and being the
cause (substratum) of their inherency (samavya kraa) (Vaieika Stra
1.1.15). Cakrapi says that dravya has been divided into three groups
according to prabhva (effect on doas and dhtus [tissues of body]). These
are pacification of the doas and dhtus, vitiation of the dhtus and doas, and
maintenance of health (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.67).

Caraka analyzes the padrthas of karma which he describes as located in
substances and a causative factor in combination (sayoga) and separation
(vibhga). It is the action relating to “what is to be done” and is independent,
not in need of another action (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.52). This is based on the
Vaieika Stra 1.1.17. Cakrapi says that Caraka means that karma is related
to something to be achieved (such as the action of drugs, etc.), and not the
kind of action that must be performed for the sake of treatments like emesis,
etc. (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.52).

18 Smooth/rough, slow/fast, immobility/mobility, softness/hardness, non-sliminess/sliminess,
smoothness/coarseness, grossness/subtlety, density/liquidity.
19 Early Vaieika lists 17, and later Vaieika adds 7 making 24; they differ from Caraka’s.
20 These are the buddhi (intellect) (as Cakrapi says) along with smti (memory), cetan
(consciousness), dhti (patience or restraint), and ahakra (ego) etc. and ending with prayatna
(will), icch (desire), dvea (hatred), sukha (happiness), and dukha (misery) (Caraka Sahit
1.1.49).
21 Also alluded to in Caraka Sahit 1.26.27-30.
22 Para (predominance), apara (subordination), yukti (propriety), sakhy (number), sayoga
(combination), vibhga (division), pthaktva (separation), parima (measurement), saskra
(transformation), abhysa (repetition) (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.26 and Sharma 2000, 3: 32).
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Caraka defines the final padrtha, samavya, as inherence. Using the
example of the bhtas and their guas (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.50), Vaieika
says that there are two main relations: the temporary relationship caused by
the sayoga (conjunction) between two things, and the samavya or inherent
inseparable relationship which is permanent between two entities, with one
inhering in the other. Thus, sayoga is an external relationship whereas
samavya is internal (Chatterjee 1954, 243-244). Caraka says that samavya is
regarded as the inseparability of the earth, etc. along with its guas. This is a
permanent relationship because everywhere there is dravya (substance), there
is always gua (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.50, Commentary).

MEDICINAL APPLICATION

Taste (rasa) plays an extremely important role in the administration of
medicines because it is by knowing the properties (guas) of a dravya that the
physician can properly attend to the disorder, prescribing treatment according
to the principles of smnya/viea. Caraka explains rasa is the object of the
gustatory sense organ.  The two bhtas, jala and pthiv, are its material
substance, while the other three bhtas, ka, vyu, and agni, are causative
factors in its manifestation and differentiation (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.64).

Based on Skhya’s “accumulation theory,”23 the mahbhtas develop
successively, combining and sequentially accumulating the preceding
elements. Caraka says the number of (viea) guas in each successive
mahbhtas goes on increasing (Caraka Sahit, 4.1.28). Therefore jala and
pthiv, which are generated from the accumulation of all the preceding
mahbhtas, possess the guas of all five mahbhtas. The six principle types
of rasas (sweet, sour, saline, pungent, bitter, and astringent) (Caraka Sahit,
1.1.65) interact with each of the guas of the doas to alleviate or pacify the
doa.24  Each rasa appears in the foods and medicines according to the
predominance of the specific mahbhtas. According to the predominance of
the guas of the dravya, the rasas are heavy, light, cold, hot, unctuous, dry,
etc. (Caraka Sahit, 1.26.43 (1-6); 1.26.9).

23 Skhya’s “accumulation theory” is attributed to Vragaya (Larson and Bhattacharya 1987,
51).
24 Sweet (svdura), sour (amla), saline (lavaa), pungent (kauka), bitter (tikta), and astringent
(kaya) are the six types of rasas (tastes). Sweet, sour and saline alleviate vta doa; astringent,
sweet and bitter alleviate pitta doa; and astringent, pungent and bitter alleviate kapha doa
(Caraka Sahit, 1.1.66).
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The guas from Vaieika interface with the doa system based on
Skhya.  Each bhta of Vaieika has a specific (viea) gua, and in turn
these guas may have sub-divisions. For example, taste is the viea gua of
the bhta, water (jala); in turn, it has six guas.  Because the three governing
doas of the body, which are expressed through the bodily tissues, are also
composed of the bhtas and their guas , as is all dravya, diagnosis and
treatment are based on the ramifications and interrelations arising from the
predominance of these guas.

CONCLUSION

The Vaieika padrthas reveal an invisible web linking all matter (dravya)
through a perpetual relationship of inherence (samavya) with its guas and
karmas . This unifying principle provides the basis for the pragmatic
application of philosophical concepts. Through the fundamentals of samnya
and viea, an exchange between dravyas comes about whereby one dravya
can predictably influence another.  Using the samnya and viea of dravyas,
heir guas, or combinations of both, Indian medical treatment is administered.

The network of the Vaieika padrthas contained in the adhtuka
purua provides the backdrop for Skhya’s governance of fundamental
universal principles translated into the microcosm as the tridoa theory.
Although textual representation is often oblique due to various redactions over
time, as well as due to the cryptic nature of the stra (aphorism) style, the
disparate mixture of Skhya and Vaieika, although sometimes flawed, is
for the most part not without purpose; but rather, it is integral to the creation
of a holistic and utilitarian Indian medical ideology.  Generally, it could be
cautiously observed that the composite of the mind and body is fashioned
according to Skhya criterion, while formulation of the overall organization,
classification, and application of the medical system is based upon a Vaieika
prototype.

The goal of the Skhya and Vaieika daranas, as well as yurveda, is
the elimination of suffering. Caraka recognizes that without a healthy mind
and body it is useless to even hope for liberation (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.6-7).
Such was the concern of the first medical sages when they approached Indra,
king of the gods, asking for a solution for the diseases afflicting mankind:

Good health is the foremost basis of virtuous acts, acquirement of
wealth, gratification of desire and final emancipation. Disease is the
destroyer of health, well-being and life. This has manifested itself as
a great obstacle in the way of human life (Caraka Sahit, 1.1.15-
16).
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Understanding “Rape in the Hospital:”
Cross-genre Analysis of Bhojpuri Folk Songs1

IAN WOOLFORD

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN

Banpurwa, a village along the Ganges River in North India, is about an hour’s
ride by auto-rickshaw south of the city of Banaras. In this community of
primarily farmers of the kurmi caste, a variety of musical traditions in the
Bhojpuri language thrive alongside a more modern Hindi repertory.  These
village songs are constantly revised by the villagers to suit their changing
thoughts, values, and musical taste.

During the past two years, I have been a frequent guest in Banpurwa,
particularly during the wedding season in May and June, when music really
does fill the air.  Singers representing the family of the bride and the groom,
both men and women, perform different song genres that, taken together,
constitute the musical offerings of a summer in Bhojpur.  Throughout the
year, the songs performed by men artfully compliment those sung by women.
To demonstrate how these two repertories speak to each other, I will comment
in this paper on several examples with the purpose of suggesting a method for
musical analysis that draws on performances from one genre to understand
performances of other genres.

INTRODUCTION:
BHOJPURI SONGS AND THE “DOMINANT MALE DISCOURSE”

Most studies of North Indian village music claim a strict boundary between
men’s and women’s music, reflecting the strict sexual segregation in village
culture.  Edward Henry’s study of Bhojpuri village music (1988) is a good
example.  He writes separate sections for men’s and women’s genres and

1 I presented an earlier version of this paper at the 2004 University of Texas Asian Studies
Graduate Student Conference.  Many thanks to Martha Selby, Nathan Tabor, Shannon Hedtke,
Matthew Sayers, Veena Das, and Helen Myers for their comments.  Thanks also to Ram Sagar
Singh, Savatri Singh, Samarjit Singh, Shiv Jatan, Nirmala Devi Singh, and Umesh Pandey.
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emphasizes the differences between them—an approach that tells much about
those individual genres but gives the impression that men and women sing in
different worlds.  But men and women in Banpurwa are not ignorant of each
other’s expressive forms.  On the contrary, men singers often quote women’s
folksongs in their performances—with great success.  And women, with their
own songs, often express ideas on behalf of men—ideas that men are not able,
or not allowed, to express for themselves.

The meanings of these songs are shared and understood by all members
of the community.  Banpurwa songs relate to one another, as well as to their
own context. To define that context we must look at the whole musical
picture.  Ethnomusicologist Bruno Nettl writes, “[t]he idea of a musical
culture as a system in which parts interrelate, and in which changes in one part
inevitably force changes in the others, is one that should be explored further”
(Nettl 1978, 8).  A. K. Ramanujan writes, “[w]hat is merely suggested in one
poem may become central in a ‘repetition’ or an ‘imitation’ of it.  Mimesis is
never only mimesis, for it evokes the earlier image in order to play with it and
make it mean other things” (Ramanujan 1989, 207).  One story, one song,
always refers to the stories and songs that were told yesterday and affects the
ones that come tomorrow.

Gloria Raheja tells that the male-authored South Asian textual tradition
tends to “stress ideas concerning the ideal wife's assimilation into her
husband's kin group and the attenuation of her ties to her own natal kin
following her marriage so that the authority of her husband's kin is not
undermined by her reliance on her brothers” (Raheja 1995, 19), and further
that “despite the authority of these normative characterizations, women
articulate critical responses to them in songs they sing at births, weddings, and
festival occasions; in doing so, they set forth alternative perspectives on the
transformations from daughter and sister to wife” (Raheja 1995, 20).  Raheja
sets the women’s songs in opposition to a dominant male tradition. Narayana
Rao takes a similar approach with his analysis of women’s Telegu Ramayana
songs, setting them in opposition to Valmiki’s, and Telegu literary renderings
of the Ramayana story.  The women’s songs are private tellings; the men’s are
public (Ramanujan’s “two realms of Indian Folklore”).  The women “protest
against male domination,” but do it without directly confronting that authority
(Narayana  Rao 1991, 133).

Raheja argues along the same lines when she writes of women speaking
“from within the dominant discourse” and men speaking “in terms set by the
more muted discourse associated with women’s speech genres” (Raheja 1994,
16).  Women speaking from within the dominant discourse, as I take it, means
they sometimes accept the degrading views of themselves associated with
male discourse (for example, that their bodies are polluting).  Catherine
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Thompson frames the issue in the same way: “to understand what pollution
beliefs convey about male and female power, it is necessary to examine the
enabling ideological conditions which allow women to share the values of
men despite the disruptive potential their power to pollute implies”
(Thompson 1985, 701).

I believe that if we only view women’s song as reacting against a
“dominant male discourse” (Henry 1998, Jacobson 1975) or as ways of
“resisting and subverting authority” (Nilsson 2001), we miss seeing how
men’s and women’s contemporary song genres speak and react to each other.
The song called “Rape in the Hospital” does not exist independently of other
songs and ideas in Banpurwa.  It thrives through them, and relies on them for
its success—as they rely on it. To better understand one song—any song—we
must acknowledge that it is part of a much larger musical picture.

Just as Raheja and Gold (1994) find a multitude of women’s responses to
a dominant discourse, I would like to suggest that the dominant discourse is
also not-so-clear-cut.  If women don’t respond with a unified voice, it is likely
that there is no unified voice on either side (were we to make sides)—not even
one for women to speak against if they wanted to.  And what of this “muted
discourse” that men sometimes use?  Could the muted male discourse actually
surface in those very women’s songs—songs sometimes viewed as
oppositions to male authority?  Here, I identify such examples, to show how
men’s and women’s song genres often address the same ideas, stem from the
same anxieties, and reflect the same goals and desires.

So when men sing of the rape of a helpless young girl, it is more than just
a male fantasy of power.  Likewise, when women sing insults of their own
family men (“The groom pounds rice in his sister’s mortar” or “May a stone
fall on your fresh jeleb”), it is more than just female opposition to male
authority.  Both contain elements of each other’s anxieties and values. The
meaning of these sometimes-elusive verses does not lie in a single song, or
singer, or even genre.  It lies in between all these elements, in the meeting of
desires and worries.  It belongs to individuals, but it is also, above all, a
shared understanding.

“RAPE IN THE HOSPITAL:”
A NORTH INDIAN FOLKSONG

Birah is a men’s song genre native to the Bhojpuri-speaking region of
eastern Uttar Pradesh and western Bihar. Birah are still performed primarily
in the Bhojpuri region.  Scott Marcus (1989) tells the history of birah—“the
rise of a folk music genre”—from its roots in minute-long field-calls by
cowherders to complex multi-layered performances whose stories last over
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forty minutes.  The field hollers, which are still sung today, are called khari
birah to distinguish them from the longer birah, such as the one I discuss
here.

The principal singer stands as he narrates the story, singing important
lines, while his “party,” the four or five men in his group, play instruments
and sing with him in leader-chorus style. Birah parties have two main
performance venues: at weddings (to entertain members of the groom’s
wedding party), and at city temple festivals (Kumar 1988, 140-147 and Marcus
1989, 103-107).  It is seen primarily as entertainment for lower castes (the
kurmi of Banpurwa, for example), but performers within the tradition take
pride in the fact that their performers come from all castes (Marcus 1989, 102).

I was fortunate to work with Samarjit Singh, a popular singer of birah in
Banpurwa, who sang for me and answered my many questions about this
lively genre.  One evening, Samarjit and his party performed a series of
birah, including one with the uninviting title, “Rape in the Hospital.” The
story: Sudha, the heroine, is raped by a doctor and a police inspector.  She had
gone to the hospital to get help for her dying father.  The doctor refuses to
give medicine unless she has sex with him.  When she won’t consent, he calls
his friend the police inspector, and the two of them rape her.  Sudha returns
home to find her father has died.  She runs to the village council and tells her
story.  The student leader, Ajay Kumar, comes to her aid, but the village
leaders turn against him, accusing him of having relations with Sudha.  Ajay
declares that to save Sudha’s honor, and that of of the entire village, he will
marry her on the spot. The superintendent of police comes, and promises that
the criminals will be punished, and the village head gives her money to pay
for her father’s funeral.  A happy ending.

The birah is based musically on the power of unison singing within an
unrelenting leader-chorus structure.  Again and again, the chorus picks up the
end of Samarjit’s lines, linking leader and chorus and giving the performance
a continual sense of forward motion.  For example, at the beginning of “Rape
in the Hospital,” Samarjit sets the tone, singing these opening lines.  The
chorus interjects with shouts, and joins with him at the end of each line:

aram se jhuk gay ara ye insf k CHORUS: Hey!
ho gay nagna knn jurmo ke ge CHORUS:  . . . ge
soca main rota maryd hai nriyo k CHORUS: Hey!
mka darsak prassana kukarmo ke ge CHORUS:  . . . ge

From shame of justice, the head bows down. CHORUS: Hey!
The law becomes naked in front of a crime. CHORUS   . . . crime
In the mind, the dignity of ladies is crying. CHORUS: Hey!
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In front of evil deeds the government is a dumb audience.2

We enjoy the accompaniment of the harmonium in heterophonic (near unison)
style, the kartl,3 the dholak drum, the “woofs” and “arfs,” the screaming and
the shouting.  Like most sung dramas, birah alternates between spoken and
half-spoken material and songs.  Samarjit gives this speech:

Okay gentlemen.  I’ll tell you that in that family was Natthu, and
Natthu’s crippled wife, and their daughter named Sudha.  I’ll tell
you, she was dark and beautiful (shym).  But one day, something
happened.

Then he sings the verse: “One day Natthu suddenly fell ill.  Oh, it was night
and by nine o’clock he had a fever.”

Samarjit’s improvisation, the variations in dynamics, and the mixing of
song genres gives the whole performance wonderful life, leading up to
fabulous screaming at the end.  The dramatic musical presentation matches
the drama of the text.  The audience is constantly invited to pay attention and
enter into the story with spoken prompts like “Hey bhaiy!” “Hey brother!”
and “hey bb” “Hey people” or “gentlemen.”  So we do pay attention.

Birah performers use a variety of tunes (tarj) in their performances.
Many of them are not traditional birah tunes; they are instead borrowed from
other genres, including women’s genres.4  These frequent parodies keep
performances fresh and interesting.  Guru Bihari, the acknowledged
nineteenth-century creator of the birah genre, began the innovation of
borrowing from other song genres, and today birah performers also borrow
heavily from films.  Marcus writes: “[f]or birah this new technique of parody
had major consequences for the success of the genre.  The singer could now
keep the interest of his audience not only with the story line, but also by the
use of various popular melodies” (Marcus 1989, 99).  Film melodies are
devoid of the traditional associations found with most village tunes, they are
also “trendy, urban, and modern” because they offer “associations with
modernity, and with contemporary popular culture” (Marcus 1993, 104).5  The
birah performers incorporate film melodies to appeal specifically to the

2 All translations of Hindi and Bhojpuri songs are my own.
3 A kartl is two short metal bars held in a single hand and struck together by moving the fingers.
It is said that Guru Bihari, the founder of birah, developed the kartl specifically for this genre.
4 See Flueckiger (1996:175) for another example of a male performer quoting women’s wedding
songs during his performance.
5 See Booth (1990) for a discussion of film music in Indian brass bands.
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urban audience.  Film songs are new to the birah genre, but the parody
technique is not.

Samarjit’s parodies are primarily of other folksong genres, though the
occasional film song does surface.  In “Rape in the Hospital,” he parodies two
Bhojpuri genres: bidesiy (songs about absent lovers), and kajar (joyous
songs of the rainy season), and also two non-Bhojpuri genres: alh (a martial
epic whose origin is west of the Bhojpuri region) and qawwl (an Urdu genre
associated with Muslims).  These parodies are not hidden.  “Let’s sing a bit of
qawwl,” says Samarjit.  After singing a line of the original song he says,
“Well, that’s a nice qawwl, but we have a birah to tell here,” and he
continues singing his story to the qawwl tune.

At the terrible climax of the story, Samarjit instructed the harmonium
player to “play a bidesiy”—a “foreigner.”

SAMARJIT are bilakhvl
BASANT  aaaaa . . .
SAMARJIT   . . . are ijjata ke gohri kare
  raham kar l jin imanav ye bbj CHORUS . . . bbj. . .
  avalke baru h dhana davalatiy ho CHORUS . . . ho . . .
  phir bh na mne saitanaw ye bbj CHORUS . . . bbj. . .
  pr pr aval ke lalai ijatiyo ho CHORUS . . . atiyo ho . . .
  are bb taje dv bina paranav re bbj CHORUS . . . bbj . . .

SAMARJIT Oh the weeping person . . .
BASANT     Ahh . . . Ahh . . .!
SAMARJIT   . . . Oh, made a request.
  Have pity, don’t rob my integrity, bbj. CHORUS . . . bbj. .
  Integrity is the wealth of a lady. CHORUS . . . eee . . .
  Even them, the wicked did not pay attention, bbj.

CHORUS . . . bbj. .
  One after another they robbed the lady’s integrity.

CHORUS . . . integrity. .
  Oh, without medicine the father left his life, bbj.

CHORUS . . . bbj. . .

Bidesiy, songs for absent lovers, evoke feelings of longing and
sorrow—quite a contrast with the horrific scene depicted here.  Samarjit often
uses such contrast with his parodies.  In another birah performance, “The
Hijr’s Wedding,” Samarjit used a woman’s kajar tune for the moment the
heroine tries to consummate her marriage to the hijr, a man devoid of any
genitals (see Nanda 1990 and Cohen 1995b). Kajar are joyous songs for the
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rainy season.  Their texts often deal with the teasing games of sporting
lovers—a mismatch for the comical and frustrating scene in “The Hijr’s
Wedding.”

Performers of other Bhojpuri genres also make use of parody.  Stephen
Slawek writes of kirtan performance in Banaras: “the melodies of many
compositions sung in a kirtan are borrowed from compositions sung in other
unrelated contexts,” including women’s marriage songs (Slawek 1986, 183).
Henry (1991) has documented what he calls “genre drift” with nirgun bhajan,
finding that bhajan  singers often borrowed tunes from other genres.
Understanding this borrowing is important to birah interpretation, because
these other tunes are closely tied to certain genres of song, and often to
specific rituals. So, for example, when I returned to Banpurwa in the winter,
and asked women to sing wedding songs, many within earshot stopped by to
see who would be performing a wedding at such an inauspicious time.  These
tunes and texts are so closely tied to the wedding, and most villagers
recognize them out of the traditional ritual context.  When Samarjit quotes a
women’s wedding song, he evokes all the emotions surrounding that wedding
ritual, and he uses this fact with great success to manipulate audience
expectations.

The success of Samarjit’s performance relies on his adherence to the rules
of the birah and his skill at manipulating audience expectations. Culler’s
concept of “literary competence” (1980) tells us that competent readers must
be familiar with a specific genre—with themes and methods of description.
Most importantly, they must be familiar with other texts.  Michael Riffaterre
writes, “[w]herever there are gaps or compressions in the text—such as
incomplete descriptions, or allusions, or quotations—it is this literary
competence alone that will enable the reader to respond properly and to
complete or fill in according to the hypogrammatic model” (Riffaterre 1978,
5).  Samarjit’s performance is replete with incomplete descriptions, with
quotations (musical and textual), and with allusions.  These are the gaps and
compressions that must be filled. The method I suggest here interprets across
genre.  I look to other song styles in Banpurwa, because I believe them to be
inseparable. To this end, we must include other songs in an analysis of
Samarjit’s performance to help fill in the gaps.  Women’s songs are important
not just when there is an obvious parody or borrowing of a women’s tune, but
also when shared themes are apparent between the genres. How else could
Samarjit use tunes from women’s songs in his performance?  How could
women’s songs resonate well with his male audience if they were not familiar
with them and with the emotions and anxieties behind them?
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“Rape in the Hospital” is a good starting point for an examination of how
these songs convey meaning.  Why would Samarjit choose to sing about this
violent incident?  What is he trying to say?

In fact, the tale of rape of a younger woman by a man of authority
features in many narrative genres in India.  It is a suitable theme for folk
drama (Hansen 1992, 196-198), and Hindi films produced in the last three
decades often have at least one rape scene.  Often the crimes are commited by
police officers, as in this song (see Gupta-Cassale 2000, Virdi 1999, and
Gopalan 1997).  Rajeswari Rajan calls the rape scene in Hindi films “almost
mandatory” (Rajan 1993, 82).  Kakar writes of a film in which the heroine
meets a “kindly police officer” who “for a change does not try to rape her”
(Kakar 1990, 32).   Indian newspapers offer daily reports of such episodes,
fueling the whole phenomenon.  “Rape in the Hospital” is in fact based on a
true account found in a newspaper report.6

But we still have to ask: what conditions would lead to the popularity of
this distasteful narrative?  What makes this song successful?  Explanations are
offered in Indian psychological studies, which I would like to discuss here.  If
we were to ignore the larger world of Bhojpuri song, we might be content to
end with this analysis, but in reality, it falls short of fully bringing out the
central anxiety in “Rape in the Hospital.”

FIRST ATTEMPT:
PSYCHOANALYSIS GETS US PART OF THE WAY THERE

The psychoanalyst Sudhir Kakar writes of the “rape fantasy” of both Indian
men and women, and his description of the male and female fantasy is partly
supported by the story of “Rape in the Hospital.”

In The Inner World (1978) and Intimite Relations (1990) Kakar explains
that the rape fantasy for men originates in childhood.  Around the age of five,
the Indian boy is thrown, without sufficient preparation, from the intimate
maternal environment into the world of men.  He learns to see his mother as a
weak, “suffering and humiliated being” (Kakar 1990, 34).   Accordingly the
typical Indian man feels pity for Sudha in “Rape in the Hospital” even as he
derives “secret pleasure” seeing her victimized—a reasonable, even
unimaginative explanation: men get off on hearing about these stories.

We push the analysis further.  Kakar also explains—somewhat
unfortunately—that women also take some sort of pleasure in stories of

6 Samarjit calls it a ghanik birah: a birah based on a true event, as opposed to those on
religious or fantastic themes.
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assaults on helpless women by men in authority.  According to Kakar, Indian
fathers typically show an early interest in their daughter’s femininity, an
interest that is suddenly withdrawn as the daughter reaches puberty, abruptly
leaving her without a father figure.  Hence the Indian woman never has the
opportunity to  “desexualize the father,” to develop normal feelings towards
him (Kakar 1990, 144-45).  She perpetually longs for a closeness that he can’t
provide.  So—the analyst explains—the Indian woman yearns for an
“idealized phallus,” a transitional object toward which she can direct her
unresolved feelings about her father.  Hence the rape fantasy: she can’t be
with him, so she desires this sort of twisted version of him (Kakar 1990, 34-
35,144-145).

Although we might hope to move away from Kakar’s thoughts on secret
desire (fear not—we will be moving shortly), consider how coherent an
explanation they supply for “Rape in the Hospital.”  Sudha, aged sixteen and
ready for marriage, has reached the point when her father is most withdrawn
from her life.  Such an unmarried teenage girl occupies an ambiguous role in
Indian village society, considered to be at the most sexually vulnerable stage
of her life (see Lamb 2000 and Raheja and Gold 1994). Sudha leaves the house
out of love for her father.  He is dying, i.e. withdrawing from her life, and she
is seeking to bring him back, to bring herself closer to him.  In her search for
help she encounters two “bad fathers:” the doctor and the policeman.  Samarjit
explained to me at length how the two rapists are authority figures.  To
Samarjit, the importance of this song comes about from an incident in his own
life.  His wife was seriously injured by a freak farm equipment accident, and
was saved by doctors.  “A doctor should never act this way,” he shouted at
me. In the song, Sudha says to the doctor, “if there is anyone on earth who is
like a god, it is you.”  There’s no doubt in Samarjit’s performance that the
doctor is an authority figure.  During the very act of the rape, when Sudha
achieves union with what the analyst calls the horrific “paternal phallus,” her
actual father dies.  This is the fear the analyst identifies as the initial cause for
the rape fantasy: the fear of the father's withdrawal.  The tragedy is fulfilled.

The tragedy is turned upside-down during the festival of Holi in Banaras.
Lawrence Cohen (1995a) has analyzed an entire “secret literature” in Banaras,
which surfaces during Holi—a time that allows the dramatization of sexual
relationships that would normally go unexpressed (Marriott 1966).  Cohen
writes of how illustrated pamphlets and chanted slogans allow men to become
the fictive “mahalan”—“superdick”—that terrorizes both men and women.
At a time when social hierarchies are inverted, the men sing, “don’t think it’s
bad.  It’s just Holi!”  Images circulate of male public officials, who often
represent “the people” (janat), who are penetrated by other males in
authority—often other known officials.
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Women appear as characters in the songs and slogans, but less so in the
images.  At Holi, Banaras men can sing of raping mothers and sisters.7  But,
Cohen explains, “in gls in which a mother or sister is threatened with abuse,
her rape carries no independent meaning but must function as a sign of the
violation of her son or brother” (Cohen 1995a, 404).8

Whereas the janat or his mother or sister is raped by an identifiable
political other—a specific politician, social group, or
institution—these poems chronicle sexual violence less as a political
fait accompli than as a generalized desire of the janat for power
with a woman's but [vagina] as its object.  The abjection of the male
citizen is thus dually represented: as a convivial penetration between
powerful and powerless men which circulate under then sign of
carnival as play, and as a violent penetration of woman's body parts
by the janat in a fantasy of power, carnival as excess (Cohen 1995a,
404).

The violence in “Rape in the Hospital” is not the same as the violence Cohen
describes in these Holi images and slogans, but there are some similarities.
The hospital rape is committed by two representatives of the state: the officer
and the doctor (for many villagers, state run hospitals are a primary source of
medicine outside the village).  The “fantasy of power” may be there, as any
adherent to the above outlined psychological analysis would explain. When
limited to this approach, we too find no independent meaning in Sudha’s rape,
just as Cohen finds none with the chants of Banaras men during Holi.    We
see Ajay Kumar standing up for Sudha, and we understand her rape to signify
only the dishonor of the village, nearly ruined because of the male desire for
power.

SECOND ATTEMPT:
“TEARS ROLL FROM FATHER’S EYES”

7 See Nita Kumar’s description of a man in a Banaras Holi procession riding a donkey backwards
through the streets holding a “paper phallus” (1992, 205).
8 Lest I present the wrong picture, I have yet to hear such songs in Banpurwa village, though I
have heard people talk of them.  Banpurwa men and women both sing for Holi.  Women sing
shorter songs describing the exploits of Lord Krishna (“The Dark One plays Holi on the banks of
the Jamuna.  Sometimes he takes butter, sometimes sweets.  Sometimes he grazes the cows”).
Men sing longer songs, often on religious themes, with instrumental accompaniment.
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Shall we look further, though?  Common sense, I think, asks us to, if only to
get out of this nasty place Kakar has left us: how can it be that both men and
women secretly desire to see this helpless girl victimized?  What independent
meaning can we find in Sudha’s story? “Rape in the Hospital,” I submit, for
its primary source, draws neither on this male fantasy of power, nor on the
reversed female fantasy, but rather it draws on a different anxiety—one in
which the rape does carry its own independent meaning. We look to women’s
songs for a further explanation.

There’s a North Indian women’s saying: “Crying when she’s born, crying
when she goes away” (Raheja 1995).  This, and many similar sayings, express
the idea that a daughter brings sorrow when she is born, and further sorrow
upon marriage when she becomes part of another family.  As a child, she is
but a burden on her natal family.  Some women sing: “My daughter is
destined for another family. Had I known I would have ingested chilies before
her birth.”  Hearing this, we may imagine that only the women are crying,
forced by men into a deplorable situation in which daughters are torn from
their crying mother’s arms, as the men stand dispassionately to the side. But
fathers also cry when their daughters leave, as women’s songs in Banpurwa
tell so well: “Beloved daughter’s father stands outside the wedding canopy.
Tears roll from his eyes.”  Another Banpurwa woman’s song: “Today
daughter abandons her whole family, father stands and cries, brother stands
and cries.”  The sentiments in these songs are more than fantasies.  That is,
these aren’t just women wishing that the men in their lives cared.  Fathers do
care. I have witnessed these tears in the eyes of fathers as well as the sparkle
when their daughters come home.

Where is this home?  Custom dictates that that the Indian girl belongs to
her husband’s family and is only a guest in her birth home. Many studies of
both North and South Indian systems of kinship emphasize a complete
severance of contact between a daughter and her natal family after she is
married (such as Mayer 1960, Orenstein 1970, Trautmann 1981, and Kakar
1978). But this, of course, is not entirely the case, as others have demonstrated
by showing how these studies, often grounded in analysis of Indian texts,
ignore the continued relations between a daughter and her family after her
marriage (such as Bennett 1983, Raheja and Gold 1994, Jeffrey and Jeffrey
1996, and Lamb 2000). Parents in Banpurwa feel their homes incomplete when
the daughters are away.  Any time, for example, I wanted to take a family
picture in the village, I had to wait until all the daughters returned from their
married homes.

Village songs help us to understand this basic truth, telling as they do of
the importance of the daughter’s return.  A wedding cannot proceed if the
father’s sister, Auntie, doesn’t return to her natal home to decorate the
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wedding pitcher.  The women’s songs elaborate on this, on the catastrophe
that would result if Auntie didn’t arrive. Sisters and daughters—old and
young alike—must return to their natal villages to sing gl—abusive
songs—to insult the “double whores of the groom’s household” or even their
own brothers.  These are essential components of the wedding.

Ram Sagar, my host in the village, explained this to me as he was making
arrangements for the marriage of his fifth and youngest daughter, and looking
forward the arrival of his married daughters. “When daughter comes home,”
he said, “the house lights up like a star.”  The women sing, “tears roll from
father’s eyes . . . tears roll from uncle’s eyes” when daughter is married.

So I return to “Rape in the Hospital.”  Isn’t there another message
conveyed in this story?—the anxiety of a father who says, “I don’t want to
lose my daughter.  Without her the star of the house is lost.”  The father, sick
in bed, can’t even say anything as his sixteen-year-old daughter—a girl of
marriageable age—leaves his house.  She faces unimaginable difficulty, and
he dies before she returns.

Again we can turn to other folk songs for clues to understanding.  At the
culmination of the wedding, the groom rubs red vermilion powder into the
parting of the bride’s hair, marking her as a married woman.  The women
sing:

Father, father, I call
But my father does not answer
Against my father’s will
The groom applies the vermilion9

Who is silent here?  It is not the bride.  She cries out in fear—bb bb
pkrel, “Father, Father, she calls.”  It is the father who cannot respond.  He
remains silent: bb nhi bolel ho, “Father does not speak.”  Everything in
his culture tells him that he is unable to do anything at his daughter’s moment
of panic described in this wedding song, her moment of departure from his
protection.  Likewise, when women sing gl, verbally abusive songs, they are
not just singing out against male authority, but also giving men a voice where
they are not allowed to have one.  Men of the bride’s family are not allowed to

9 Versions of this song have been recorded across the Bhojpuri region of India and the overseas
Bhojpuri communities.  For India, see Henry 1988, 51-52 and Archer 1985, 44-45. For Trinidad,
Myers 1998, 208-210.  For Surinam, Arya 1968, 88-89.  I have also recorded versions of the song in
Bhojpuri communities in Mauritius and Fiji.
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tell the men of the groom’s family that the dowry is too expensive.  But the
women can do it for them:

be k bb re ba dhana sehi
are kurs baih ke rupy bnte se lalanaw
are be ka bb re ba dhana lobhiy
are gamach bich ke rupy mnge re lalan

The bride’s father is a very rich man
Oh, he is seated on a chair handing out rupees
The groom’s father is a real miser
Oh, he spreads out a cloth and demands money

Nor can men tell the bart, the men of the groom’s family, to bugger off when
they come to take their daughter.  But the women can do that for them too.
Early in my fieldwork I travelled with a wedding party from Banpurwa village
to the home of the bride in Rasula district.  As expected, the women of the
bride's family greeted us men with sung abuse.  The men of the bride's family
shouted at me to record their family women as they abused us.  "Yes, Yes!
You must record this," the men shouted.  "Oh the bear is coming to pinch the
recording-master's sister's cheek," the women sang.  How excited they were to
learn my name!  "The bear is coming to use Ian's sister!"

bhgo bhgo re baritiy pche bhl vat bhgo bhgo
dulh ke bahin ke gl nauche ve
k gnd nauche ve k juvan nauche ve
ka lahang uthake isteml kaile ve k bhgo bhgo

Run away, Run away people of the bart! A bear is after you! Run
Away!

He’s coming to pinch the groom’s sister’s cheek!
He’s coming to pinch her asshole; coming to pinch her breasts!
He’s coming to lift up her petticoat; coming to use her; Run away!

Notice that the implied rape here—that of the sisters of the groom’s family by
the men of the bride’s family—is closer to the rapes sung about in the Holi
songs described by Cohen.  The bear-rape seems significant only through its
power to damage the men of her family—to damage men's honour by abusing
their women.

But can a song really have such an impact?  With no real bear in sight is
anyone's honour really in danger?  In his review of Raheja and Gold’s Listen
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to the Heron’s Words, Declan Quigley argues that women’s songs have little
ultimate power or importance.  He finds that the woman’s resistance “too
often comes across as a hollow, tittering gesture like that of the school child
who sticks up two fingers when the teachers back is turned” (Quigley 1996,
392).  Women’s songs, stories, and sayings fall short of offering alternate
structures, instead offering only alternate visions that cannot be realized.
Worse still, “that they sing about such imaginings [killing one’s husband, for
instance] typically seems to indicate a forlorn recognition of the very opposite
of the capacity to offer resistance” (Quigley 1996, 392).  Quigley sees these
songs as a way for women to let off steam—nothing more than that.  They
change nothing, and have no importance beyond the small one they have for
the women singing them.  To him, not only is there no bear, but the song does
little more than highlight its absence.

Tambiah offers a less negative assessment of women’s songs when he
suggests they are “context-restricted ‘rituals of rebellion’ that leave the
dominant male ideology more or less intact” (Tambiah 1989, 418).  Kolenda
sees such songs as “a common voice of protest at the coming of this stranger
to take away one of their own.  Their resentment and hostility cannot become
actual resistance, so teasing the interloper is indulged in with delight”
(Kolenda 1990, 129-130, my emphasis). In writing about the use of humor and
comedy in nineteenth-century Calcutta, Sumanta Banerjee writes that songs,
rhymes, dances, and pantomimes “concealed a certain malice.  Yet, these
forms of creativity allowed expression of aggression—without becoming a
real threat to the establishment” (Banerjee 1990, 207, my emphasis).  Jeffery
and Jeffery write that women’s abusive songs rely on “inverting social
hierarchies by elevating juniors over elders,” giving “a window on women's
imagined alternatives to the normal patterns of everyday life” (Jeffery and
Jeffery 1996, 15).  None of these authors go as far as Quigly’s scathing
assessment of North Indian folksong, but they still seem to present the sung
resistance as nothing more than imagined alternatives.10

The problem here comes from looking at these songs as resistance, and
nothing more. Laura Brueck chooses a different approach in her analysis of
Dalit literature.  Dalit writing must contain some elements of resistance.
Brueck doesn’t deny that, but asks us to recognize Dalit authors as “individual

10 Riv-Ellen Prell (1988) comes to a similar conclusion, finding that through humor, members of
an American Jewish community could question their religion while still acknowledging and
strengthening its fundamental principles, using “humor derived from the tradition as they focused
attacks on the tradition.”  The questioning is not a direct threat, because it still comes from within
the tradition.
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writers,” not just an “indistinguishable chorale” (Brueck 2002, 11).  To fully
understand Dalit literature, we must see them as more than just instances of
resistance.  So with women’s songs, just because their very presentation (the
leader-chorus style, the monophonic texture, the relentless repeating of lines,
the limited pitch range) seems to present a single voice, an indistinguishable
chorale, we must not read it as such. Verbally abusive women’s songs are
both methods of resistance and signs of love.  They attack men through men’s
anxieties, but simultaneously alleviate those anxieties by giving voice to them.

I am not suggesting that there is no element of resistance in the women’s
songs, for surely it does exist.  But these abusive songs—songs that seem
most to present women’s resistance—also uphold group values.  They provide
a voice for men in a setting where men are not allowed to speak out.  “My
father does not answer,” because he is not allowed to—just as he cannot speak
out in “Rape in the Hospital.”  The women highlight his inability to help her.
When they sing, “tears rolled from father’s eyes,” they are crying for him.
When we look at these songs only as resistance, we might find them lacking.
When we hear them for what they actually are, we find they say more than
any single person could.

CONCLUSION:
MODERN HINDU REFORMS HIGHLIGHT THESE

HIDDEN MEANINGS

This connection between the panic in the women’s vermilion song, and the
panic in the “Rape in the Hospital” is not completely arbitrary.

In recent decades as in times past, Hindu reformers—primarily the Arya
Samaj—move further and further into villages around Banaras finding fault
with certain traditional practices.  In doing so, they actually highlight their
symbolic meanings.  The bride’s family, for example, lovingly attaches
wooden parrots to the wedding canopy—symbols of their daughter.  Of course
the women compare her to a bird in their songs: “Oh my little bird is flying
away.”  Men from the groom’s family break off these parrots and take them as
they leave with the bride.  A young man told me during his sister’s wedding,
“this is the symbol of the love for our sister.  They will take her, and we must
let her go.”

But I heard the Hindu reformers say, “Don’t put up the parrot!  Is your
daughter something to be stolen?  Don’t you know that men used to come in
and steal women in the night, calling it marriage?  That is the meaning of the
parrot!  We should not be like this now!”
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According to custom, the brother spits water over the car as his sister
drives away.  By spitting the water out he releases her, but also reminds her of
his remaining obligation.  The reformers say, “Don’t spit on your daughter.
She’s the light of your house.  You shouldn’t treat her that way.”

And the vermilion ceremony.  The bride is knelt before the groom, her
face just in front of his loins.  He unties his dhoti, the cloth wrapped around
his waist, and wraps her inside it, and applies the blood-red vermilion to the
parting of her hair.  This is the moment where the bride in the song cries out
to her father for help (“Father, father . . .).  He remains silent.

The reformers say, “Don’t apply the vermilion in secret.  This is a
remnant of the old ways!  You have nothing to be ashamed of here!”   And
they instruct the groom to lean over and put it on her forehead in a public
space.

The silence of the father, the tears of the family men: these poignant
actions are accentuated when we note how ideas in different songs relate to
each other. These ideas, usually hidden under layers of meaning, are drawn
out by these attacks I have described.  Each song needs to be understood
within this greater context, a system based on deeply held beliefs, and
reinforced in multiple layers of ritual.

AFTERWARD:
A SONG ABOUT CHANGE

I read Pankaj Mishra’s novel The Romantics while I was in Banaras.  I must
have read the first three paragraphs ten or fifteen times.  He writes of
change—change in Banaras, no less—about how rapidly it is happening.  In
the face of such change, he writes, “regret and nostalgia seem equally futile.”

I do feel regret when I see a tradition fading away, especially when it
seems to be happening right before my eyes.  In Banpurwa, I feel nostalgia for
an older tradition, although I have witnessed it only dimly through its
shadows in the changing present.  But nostalgia for what purpose?

I remember at a wedding in Banpurwa village looking over at a woman,
Nirmala Devi, one of the best singers in the village.  She is fond of newer
Hindi songs, but also devoted to an older Bhojpuri repertory.  It was during a
“stage wedding,” officiated by the Arya Samaj. The family wasn’t having the
ceremony under the traditional wedding canopy.  So the vermilion was
applied for all to see—not in a private, intimate and sexual space, enclosed
around the groom’s waist—that space in which the daughter cries out for help,
just as Sudha cries out in Samarjit’s birah.  Nirmala couldn’t sing the
Bhojpuri song about the bride’s desperation, because, in many ways, the
desperation wasn’t there.  I didn’t see regret or nostalgia in her eyes.  She was
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impressed by the thrones, by the stage, impressed by the important-looking
announcer singing into his microphone.  But she had no songs to accompany
what she saw.

Nirmala sings happily of change.  A year before that wedding, she shared
with me a song about women’s new place in the village, about their increased
freedom because of work now done by machines.

pniy nikalel masniy
duniy ajd bhail sajan
mot mot dhotiy paharahi n jn
duniy ajd bhail sajan

Don’t know how to put on the thick-thick dhoti. [olden-style clothes]
Girlfriend, the world has become free.
Machines bring out the water.
Girlfriend, the world has become free.
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